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IITRODUGTION 
legional body irradiation affords a technique for lo­
calizing factors involved in natural and acquired resistance to 
disease. Localization of such factors leads to a better under­
standing of the disease syndrome and its effective control. 
Natural resistance to a disease varies from animal to 
animal within a species. Genetic types have been selected and 
inbred to fona strains of like inheritance in which given 
degrees of resistance are fixed characteristics as constant for 
the strain as other quantitative genetic characters. Natural 
resistance is basically the result of the reaction of the body 
cells rather than any humoral elements. These cellular ele­
ments retain their importance throughout the life of the 
Individual and during any contact with the disease. The humoral 
bodies are significant to the host after the primary contacts 
in initiating recovery and in actively immunizing the host 
against subsequent attacks by the same organism. 
The penetrating power of X-rays or nuclear particles for 
living tissues and the particulate character of the energy re­
leased in minute space within the organism irradiated make it 
a valuable tool in analyzing the factors which influence 
mortality, morbidity and recovery from different diseases. 
Kadiation leaves a mosaic of biological effects of various in­
tensities depending upon the differences in susceptibilities 
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among cells, tissues and intracellular elements. Radiation 
exposure may be localized to particular regions of the body 
thus offering a means of identifying the protective mechan­
isms in natural and acquired resistance to disease. 
fhis thesis presents some of the progress made, as well as 
some of the problems which arise, in utilizing radiant energy 
in the study of the host factors significant in radiation 
damage, and in natural and acquired resistance to disease. 
The latent effects of irradiation on these three responses 
have been compared in five inbred strains of mice, which are 
differentiated by different levels of resistance to mouse 
typhoid for which Salmonella tvphimurima is the agent. 
In the review of literature which follows special emphasis 
has been placed on the conditions of irradiation and strains of 
mice utilized, as it is our experience that in these experimen­
tal factors lie the explanations to many of the conflicting 
observations in the different researches. 
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miim Of IiIfEMTURE 
Genetic Characters of the Host Strains Related to 
Disease Besistance 
Any study of disease reactions or of irradiation reac­
tions is influenced by the genetic constitutions of the 
recipients* It is of importance to have hosts and pathogens 
with 1(^ 11 established genetic backgrounds. The inbred strains 
of Mice, used in this investigation, have been selected for 
resistance to Salmonella tvpfaimurium or closely related organ­
isms. They have been maintained by inbreeding, brother by 
sister, for over 12 years at the Genetics Laboratory at Iowa 
State Gollege (Schott, 1932; Hetzer, 1937| Webster, 1933; 1937; 
and Gowen, 19^ 8)• ?he resistance levels have become fixed and 
have remained quite constant without further selection for more 
than 30 generations* The genetic and physiological differences 
associated with the strains* reactions to mouse typhoid have 
been the subject of continuous investigation over the same 
period# 
Some of the inbred characteristics of these strains have 
been shovm to be related to their disease resistance to 
Using six strains of inbred mice Gowen and Calhoun (19^ 3) 
showed that there was a direct correlation between high 
leucocyte number and natural resistance to mouse typhoid. "The 
leucocyte numbers decreased by strains as the resistance level 
was lowred, the susceptible Balb/Gw strain had the lowest white 
cell comt. The number of erythrocytes was also inherited but 
was not related to disease resistance. Although the number of 
leucocytes was highly correlated, the kinds of leucocytes as 
found in normal blood were of but doubtful significance to the 
resistance of these strains. Resistance appeared related to 
the animal's ability to call out the cell type desired. 
fhompson (1952) confirmed this relationship between leucocyte 
number and resistance. In following this relationship through 
the course of the disease she observed that all strains showed 
a decrease in white cells as the disease took hold. ®ie resis­
tant strains retained their advantage of higher numbers of 
leucocytes and recovered their losses more rapidly than did the 
susceptible strains. 
Weir (19^ 9) found that the blood pH of these same strains 
was associated with disease resistance, the more resistant 
strain having the higher pH value and the susceptible strain the 
lowest value. & following up this work Weir (1953) reported 
on the disease reaction of strains that he had formed by selec­
tive breeding for high and low pH and for high and low leuco­
cyte number. He found with these four genetically differentiated 
strains that the low pH and low leucocyte strains were slightly 
more resistant to Salmonella tviahimurium infection. Weir 
suggested that in strains selected for these individual traits, 
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high leucocyte number or higher blood pH did not in themselves 
confer resistance, but rather may have become fixed in a 
complex of factors in which strains selected for resistance 
found greater advantage. 
The leucocytes are not the only cell type found associa­
ted with disease reaction# Oakberg (19N>) showed that the 
macrophages of the resistant mice did not afford optimum growth 
conditions for the phagocytized bacteria. Macrophages of the 
susceptible strain offered better growing conditions as the 
bacteria ingested in them appeared healthy and numerous. The 
phagocytes of the susceptible strains seemed to lack the 
ability to destroy the organisms once they were incorporated, 
©lis ability of the macrophages of the liver to destroy the 
invasive bacteria contributes to the defense mechanism of the 
host. 
lesistance of each of sIk strains of mice to mouse typhoid 
was lowered by X-radlation (Gowen and Zelle, 19^ 5). Decrease 
in resistance was related exponentially to increased exposure 
dosage* Mice of six strains were exposed over a range of six 
X-ray doses from 0 r to 700 r from a tube operated at 100 pkv, 
2 ma with no additional filtration and at a target-mid mouse 
distance of 30 cm. 
Mice of these six strains were irradiated under the same 
conditions as above with doses of 0 r, 200, H'OO and 600 r and 
effects on the blood cells were determined (Gowen, 1950). The 
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numbers of erythrocytes were reduced somewhat, fhe leucocyte 
counts of each strain showed an exponential reduction as 
dosage increased. Differential counts showed a reduction in 
proportion of lymphocytes and an increase in neutrophils in­
dicating the sensitivity of the lymphocytic elements to 
irradiation* fhe leucocyte counts of all strains were reduced 
from 1CK5 percent in the controls to about $8 percent following 
200 r, ^ 1 percent after Moo r and 3^  percent after 600 r ex­
posure* Gowen and Zelle (19^ 5) found that resistance to mouse 
typhoid was lo«tred to about percent of the control value 
following 600 r. The correlation between leucocyte number and 
disease resistance was high. 
The immune response of these inbred strains of mice has 
been reported by Gowen (19^ 2), Weir (19^ 2). Upon Immunization 
with identical doses of heat killed Salmonella tvphimurium. 
lie, the resistance level of each strain was raised. Each 
strain maintained its same position in relation to the other 
strains, the resistance of the strains was raised 100 times as 
indicated by the survival to a challenge dose of 2 x 10^  
organisms as compared to a dose of 2 x 10^  organisms when not 
previously immunized, fhe genetic constitution of the bacteri­
al line with respect to virulence also contributed to the 
immunity conferred to any given strain of mice, avlrulent 
line of I. tvphimuriumf 9D, from a single cell isolation of 
lie line (Zelle, 19^ 2) conferred some immunity but to a limited 
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degree. As virulence of the different lines of the typhoid 
organism increased so did the capacity of the line to induce 
higher immunity in the host strains. 
firulenee in Salmonella's has been shown to be unrelated 
to particular biochemical requirement (Gowen, Stadler, Plough 
and Miller, 1953)* Some 89 cultures representing independent 
mutations in nutriticmal requirements resulting from ultra­
violet exposure were tested for virulence and capacity to 
immunize. Since virulent IIC was the parent bacterial line ir­
radiated the nutation tended to less virulence as expected. 
Changes in virulence appeared independent of the type of bio­
chemical mutation# 
Grahn(195^ ) noted that a close relation existed between 
body weight change and X-ray dosage. These body weight changes 
were characteristic of the different strains. The weights of 
the individual organs of the body showed strain differences; 
these differences were irregularly correlated with the resis­
tance of the strain (Grahn 19^ b). 
A study Involving ten strains of inbred mice and the 
effects of X-irradiation on their life spans was reported by 
Gowen and Stadler, 1956* A 98 pkv source of radiation was used 
for seven exposure doses, from 0 r to 960 r. Mice were ir­
radiated at ^  + 3 days of age, mated, and observed throughout 
their life times, !Oiis paper reports the results on the male 
mice only. Males of the ten strains receiving 0 r had a mean 
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life span of ^ 7 days, 20, 80 and 160 r reduced life expec­
tancy very little? 320, 6Mo and 960 r had progressively 
greater effects on the life span reduction. IHie mice that 
survived to 100 days of age or 60 days post irradiation all had 
their life ©3tp@ctancies reduced from those of the 0 r group, 
fh® male mice that had received as little as 20 r had their 
life expectancies shortened by 13 days; 80 r - 28 days; 160 r -
days} 320 r - ^ 7 daysf 6^  r - 83 days and 960 r - 162 days 
as compared to the unirradiated controls. 
Effects of Irradiation on Natural Resistance 
©le depressing effects of radiation on resistance to 
disease have been recognized for nearly half a century. Lawen 
(1909) ^ rst reported the effect of irradiation on increased 
susceptibility in rabbits, mice, rats and guinea pigs. He fol­
lowed the leucocyte counts of the blood of the irradiated rats 
infected and non infected wife Staphyloccus aureus or Anthrax. 
He associated the increased susceptibility with the decrease in 
leucocytes* In this rather extensive investigation Lawen re­
ported the suppression of antibody formation in irradiated 
rabbits injected with typhus as compared with non irradiated 
infected controls. Hadiation had no effect on the bacterio-
cidic action of the serum. Ig,wen also noted the increased 
susceptibility of mice to infection from Pjracyaneus following 
exposure of the mice to two levels of X-.radiation. 
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The increased susceptibility following exposure to X-rays 
was confirmed by Chrp&r and Chovey (1920)• Mice were exposed 
for 10 minutes at 8 inch distance from a source operated at 
5 ma with an 8 inch spark gap« fhis exposure was non lethal, 
but did reduce the leucocyte numbers and increased the suscepti­
bility of the mice to both Pneumococci and Streptococcus 
heffiolvtictisi as measured by increased mortality and decreased 
survival time. 
Shechmeister and Rsnd (1951) exposed mice to a sublethal 
dose of X-rays, 350 r| 500 r was the LD50/ 30 for these samples 
of HAMu mice mder the conditions of radiation used, 250 pkv, 
15 ina with 0#6 mm Gu filtration, H?L 1,3 ima Cu, 100 cm target 
skin distance* After 350 r the susceptibility of the mice to 
live avirulent Pasteurella pestia was markedly increased from 0 
percent in the unirradiated to 90 percent mortality in the 
irradiated mice. With heat killed £. pestis 53 percent of the 
irradiated mice died as compared with 0 percent of the unirradi­
ated. Irradiation had increased the sensitivity of the mice to 
the toxin as well as to the living organism. 
In 1952, Shechmeister, Bond and Swift showed the effect of 
post irradiation time on the susceptibility of mice to Strepto-
cocGUs zooepidemicus by determining the bacterial ID 50 values 
of samples of mice at twelve different intervals after expo­
sure. Susceptibility increased to a peak five times that of the 
controls at 15 days then decreased to the control value after 
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30 dajs# The infection was introduced through a natural portal 
of entry by inhalation* Shechmeister, Paulissen and Fishman 
(1953) injected mice intraperitoneally with Salmonella 
found a sharp increase in susceptibility 
with 8 hours to 5 days after irradiation, from an ID50 of 10^  
organisms for the controls to ID^ O of 10^  for the irradiated. 
Besistance then increased up to 12 days. An exposure of 50 r 
did not reduce the resistance of the mice from the control 
level, fwo hundred fifty r reduced resistance but not to the 
same extent as 3^ 0 r» fhey concluded that susceptibility to 
this infection was a function of irradiation dose as well as 
post irradiation time* Shechmeister (195^ ) suggested that the 
effect of the shorter post irradiation time following intra­
peritoneal injection as compared to a more natural course of 
inhalation was due to the bypassing of the primary lines of de­
fense against bacterial invasion. 
Adler and Shechmeister (19^ 2) showed that after a sub­
lethal, 250-350 r (200 pkv, 20 ma, 0.25 ffiia Cu + 1 mm Al, HVL = 
0.25 n® <2^ 5 21 r/min.), X-ray exposure one-half the amount of 
Clostidium septicum toxin caused death of mice. 13iey suggested 
that irradiation affected the blockading action of the lym­
phatic system or the screening action of the liver and spleen. 
Silverman, Chin, Greenman and Young (195^ ) confirmed this 
effect on toxin susceptibility. Heat killed Pasteurella nestis 
caused greater mortality in mice irradiated with 350 r (250 
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pkv, 15 ma, 0.5 am Gu + 1 mm Al, distance of 63.5 om at a rate 
of 55 r/minute) than in the non-irradiated mice. A formalin 
killed culture, detoxified, was not lethal to either irradi­
ated or non-irradiated mice. 
DeGara and Forth (19^ 5) reported differences in suscepti­
bility of five strains of mice to influenza B virus and other 
pneumotropic viruses. After an exposure of 300 r from an X-ray-
tube operated at 1^  pkv, 5 ma, no filtration at 30 cm dis­
tance, the susceptibility of each strain was increased. The 
increase was measured by percent mortality and minimum lethal 
dose (HLD) of viral suspension. ®ie MID was lowered to 1/100 -
1/1000 the original dose for the sample of mice tested. C^ H 
mice and mice of a strain derived from it were normally more 
susceptible to these viral infections than a Swiss strain and 
two other albino strains designated as Ak and Rf. Irradiation 
lowered taie resistance of each strain when the infective dose 
was moderate or low. With a high infective dose they found no 
difference in mortality of the irradiated and non-irradiated 
with the number of mice used. 
Ifeplan, Speck and Jawetz (1952) observed that beta 
streptococcal infection spread more rapidly in mice following 
whole body irradiation in the ID50 range. The increased sus­
ceptibility was noted in 2^  hours after exposure and reached a 
maximum in from 3 to 7 days returning to normal by the I5th day. 
latural resistance can be affected by irradiation so as 
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to allow infections normally of no consequence to become fatal. 
In 1932 Zinsser and Castaneda reported a method by which 
they could obtain large concentraticms of Kickettsia for 
typhus vaccine by utilizing irradiated rats. Rats were given 
600 r of X-rays characterized by I70 kv, 8 ma with 0,^  mm Cu 
k- mm celluloid filtration at 80 cm distance with a rate of 10 r 
per minute. Bie X-radiation just before intraperitoneal inocu­
lation reduced the resistance of the rats enough to allow 
prolific growth of the Rickettsia organisms in the peritoneal 
cavity which could be recovered. Idu, Snyder and Ibders (19^ 1) 
tested three groups of mice. One group which received no ir­
radiation but an injection of a Kickettsia causing tjrphus 
showed no mortality. A seoond group irradiated with ^ -50 r but 
not infected survived* All mice of the third group receiving 
5^0 r followed by typhus infection succumbed. 
Hatch, Chase, Penton, Montagna and Wilson (1952) Injected 
exposed and non-exposed mice with Proteus, an organism common 
to the intestinal flora of the mouse. Ihe C^ H mice were ir­
radiated at doses of ^ 0 r to 550 r with a machine operated at 
200 pkv, 20 ma at 20 cm distance with 0.5ifl®CJu + lmmAl fil­
tration at 230 r/mlnute, !l?hree days following the X-ray treat­
ment the mice were inoculated intravenously with Proteus or 
saline and observed for 30 days. All the control group 
survived after the Proteus injection; 57 percent survived the 
Infection following ^ fOO r and none survived after 500 or 550 r. 
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Irradiation had markedly increased the susceptibility of the 
mice to an infection with an organism commonly found in the 
intestinal tract. Plate counts made from daily blood samples 
of the mice indicated that radiaticai destroyed the ability of 
the mouse to restrict multiplication of the bacteria. Of the 
mice that had received 550 and saline injection 58 percent 
died but with 16 days as the mean day of death compared to 7 
days for the Proteus infected animals. Bacteria were found in 
the saline injected mice only Just prior to death as a result 
of infection from the intestine. 
A group of investigators haire studied the blood and other 
organs of mice for possible bacteremia due to endogenous 
organisms following irradiation. Organisms common to the in­
testinal tract may cause a severe bacteremia of critical sig­
nificance in the higher mortality of irradiated animals. Miller, 
Hammond and Tompkins (1950) exposed NH! mice to 600 r and U-50 r 
X-radiation. Four hundred r was the ID50/30 for these mice. 
They cultured the heart blood and spleens of the mice from the 
two exposures daily from day 2 to 18 after irradiation. The 
Incidence of positive cultures paralleled the mortality curves. 
The maximum of positive cultures was found on the 9th day 
after irradiation which time corresponded to the peak in mor­
tality! 85 percent were positi-ro after 600 r and 5^  percent 
after ^ 50 r. The unirradiated mice of ttie same stock all gave 
sterile cultures from the blood and spleen. The organisms 
classified were those normally found in the large intestine, 
Pseudoffionasj Coliform^  Proteus and Paracolobactrum. Ninety-
one percent of some 87? positive cultures proved to be pure 
cultures, Hie remaining cultures were mixtures of only two 
species. 
fhe part played by bacteremia in radiation mortality was 
studied by Gonsheryj Marston and Smith (1953)* They followed 
by blood cultures a large series of mice irradiated with doses 
of ^ 0^ r, 625? 700, 800, 1100 r and I'+CK) r. As the doses in­
creased and length of life decreased to five and three days at 
the highest levels, negative cultures increased. They consi­
dered that at the higher doses the mice did not live long 
enough for septicemia to become established. At the two lower 
exposure levels they found that in the mice showing positive 
cultures of bacteremia, survi'^ l time was reduced from those 
showing negative cultures. There was a significant reduction 
in mortality of mice exposed to 625 t when treated with strep­
tomycin as compared with those not receiving the antibiotic. 
The critical iiaportance of an endogenous bacteremia in 
radiation death was further established by beneficial effect 
of antibiotics* Killer, Haiamond, Tompkins and Shorter (1952) 
found that by use of antibiotics effective against the types 
of organisms involved, the mice could be protected until the 
normal defense mechanisms were restored. When the irradiation 
damage was too severe, antibiotics had little effect. Mortal­
ity was reduced from 78 to 23 percent when mice were given 
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dally injections of streptomycin for a 2^  day period following 
irradiation. Staceptomycin was more effective alone than in 
combination with penicillin, aiireomycln, Chloromycetin or 
terramycin. Streptomycin was effectiw against Staphylococci, 
Protems, Faracolon and 1. coll but not against Pseudomonas. 
J%rston, Qonshery, Alderman and Smith (1953) confirmed 
the protective effect of streptomycin on mice exposed to a low 
lethal dose of X-rays, ^ 75 r. Badlation characteristics were 
200 pjfev, 20 ma, 0,^  mm hi 0.25 mm Gu filter at 50 cm target 
distance# Three days after X-radiatlon the mice were inocula­
ted with one of eight different organisms. When the mice 
received streptomycin the mortality from Staphvlocoecus 
aureus was reduced from 91 to 10 percent. Streptomycin gave 
some protection against the infections of Proteus Kf, M, 
Paracolon and J, coll. but no protection against infection from 
two of the Streptococci strains or Pseudomonas. On autopsy 
positive cultures of the infective organism were obtained from 
nearly all the mice that had not received streptomycin, but 
fro® few of the treated with the exception of Pseudomonas in­
fected group. Streptomycin had no protective effect against 
Pseudomonas. 
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Effect of Irradiation 
on the Defense Mechanlsiis of the Host 
After studying the damaging effects of massive doses of 
X-rays on the mucosal epitheliiam of the intestines of dogs, 
Warren and tipple (1923 concluded that this damage 
was not solely responsihl© for the bacterial infection of the 
blood stream and organs. X~radiation of 350 milliamphere 
minutes from a tube operated at 85-9? lev, 8 ma with 2 ram Al 
filter at a skJn target distance of 25 em proved lethal to dogs 
in about h days. Although the intestinal mucosa showed severe 
damage 96 hours after such exposures, histopathological sec­
tions from the intestines failed to show any massive bacterial 
invasion of the sub-mucosa. Organisms common to the intestinal 
flora were often found in the organs of normal unirradiated 
dogs. The blood and organ cultures at the time of acute intox­
ication and complete mucosa breakdown gave evidence of infection 
but not the massive invasion that occurs within 6 to 15 hours 
after the intestine has been intentionally damaged. Warren and 
Whipple hypothesized a second barrier in the defense mechanism 
of the body outside of the intestine. Such a mechanism would 
be responsible for the inhibition of the bacterial invasion 
from the intestinal injury due to irradiation. 
lawrence and Tennant (1937) supported the findings of Warren 
and Whipple that infection was not of importance in early deaths 
following irradiation, but was a factor in death after longer 
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survival. They exposed small numbers of Swiss mice to 
doses of X-rafs ranging from ^ 00 r to 1000 r. Tlie properties 
of the X-rays used wre those of 200 pkv, with 0.5 mm Gu + 1 mm 
A1 filter at a distance of 55 cm and a dose rate of 35 r/ 
minute* tfeder these conditions 700 r was lethal for these 
mice. Iiength of life was inversely proportional to the dose 
given, 10.7 days at 700 r to ^ .7 days at 1000 r. As dose in­
creased diarrhea in the animals increased. After 1000 r the 
spleens and lymph nodes were markedly decreased in size due 
to loss in lymphocytes, fhe small intestine showed greater in­
volvement than the large intestine and was evident within 2*4-
hours reaching a maximum by h days. After lower exposure doses 
of X-rays, length of life was increased with regeneration in 
the small intestine beginning on the 5th day. When death 
occurred later the intestinal mucosa was intact and in good 
condition except in ulcer regions where the mucosa had been 
completely destroyed. 
Osborne, Bryan, Quastler and Hhoades (1952) confirmed the 
work of Lawrence and Tennant and distinguished two different 
syndromes relating to Irradiation death. Acute intestinal 
death following high exposure doses of X-rays was character­
ized by short survival time up to 3 to days in dogs, mice 
and cats. Bacteremia was not of critical importance in this 
acute phase and antibiotics were not effective in prolonging 
survival. In late or typical radiation death following 
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moderate exposure with mean survival time to 11 days, bac­
teremia was of more importance and antibiotics had a marked 
effect on increasing survival rates. Shielding of the ab­
domens of mice from higher exposures did not eliminate bac­
terial invasion of the blood stream. When the whole body of 
the mouse was exposed, 6^ - percent of those receiving $2$ r 
gave positive blood cultures while only 33 percent of those 
exposed to 300 r were positive, %ien the abdomen was lead 
shielded 16 percent had positive cultures following Boo r, in­
creasing to 72 percent with 1275 r. Histopathological studies 
showed the intestinal mucosa intact although the bacteria had 
invaded the blood stream, fheir experiments further showed the 
laclc of relationship between intestinal damage and bacteremia. 
the head and thorax were exposed the LD^ O was raised about 
two and one half times (1275 r) that of isfeole body exposure 
(5^ 5 r) but the mean survival time remained quite stable at 11 
days. 
Bond, Silverman and Cronkite (195^ ) also distinguished two 
distinct syndromes. Early or acute Intestinal death was as­
sociated with X-ray doses above the IDlOO/30 resulting in death 
3-5 days after irradiation infeen any large portion of the intes­
tine was exposed, the late or bone marrow syndrome as desig­
nated by these authors was apparent throughout the lethal dose 
range with mean survival time of 11 days. Any shielding of the 
bone marrow Increased the lethal dose, Kaplan, ^  al- (1952) 
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had noted th® presence of bacteremia in mice dying from 8 to 
15 days after exposure to an of X-rays. Organisms of the 
normal intestinal flora had Invaded the blood stream. However, 
they observed the maximal effect on the epithelium of the in­
testine a few days after irradiation and the bacterial infec~ 
tion several days later. They studied the course of a 
streptococcal infection in 0^ 7 black mice following irradia­
tion from a source of 120 pkv, 9 wa, 0.25 am Gu 1 mm A1 
filter, 30 cm distance with a rate of 32 r/minute. In unir­
radiated mice the bacteria reached the lymph nodes in 2^  hours 
but were retained there for hours or days. Some organisms did 
reach the blood stream in 2 or 3 days but were promptly fil­
tered out by cells of liver, spleen and bone marrow. The onset 
of bacteremia and death were delayed to 5 to 7 days after the 
Injection of bacteria. In mice irradiated with ^ +85 r two days 
before injection the progress of the infection was rapid and 
overwhelming. Bacteria passed the lymphatic barrier and 
appeared in the blood stream in large numbers within 2h to ^ 8 
hours* Irradiation had shortened the survival time about four 
days by impairing the defense mechanism involved in the removal 
of bacteria from the blood stream. Following the effects of 
injection given 1, 3» 7 and 15 days after X-ray exposure, they 
concluded that the maximal damage to this defense mechanism 
occurred within 3 to 7 days with a return to normal by 15 days 
post irradiation. 
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fhe effects of single and fractionated doses of X-
radiation on survival in G57 black mice were reported by 
Kaplan and Brown (1952). A range of X-ray doses from 293 r 
to 1131 r were administered to mice as single doses, as frac­
tions of 2, ^  or 8 daily exposures and as ^  equal doses with 
8 and 16 days intervening. At a given level of total dose 
the single exposure was most effective in reducing survival. 
With the single dose exposure mortality increased from per­
cent at 283 r "to 83 percent with 566 r. Each fractionation of 
the total dose decreased mortality. When the dose was given 
in 2 fractions only ^  percent died after 566 r, with h frac­
tions 36 percent and 8 fractions, 25 percent. 
Following daily exposures to X-rays, Murphy and Ellis 
(191^ ) noted the increased susceptibility of mice to bovine 
tuberculosis, fo study the importance of the destructive ef­
fect of irradiation on the lymphoid system they exposed 
splenectoaiEed and normal mice to 5 minutes of X-rays daily for 
two weeks. The removal of the spleen just prior to inocula­
tion with tubercle bacilli did not result in a lower mean 
survival time in irradiated and unirradiated mice. The mean 
survival times ranged from 7 days to 9*7 days for the normal 
irradiated and both splenectomized irradiated and non-
irradiated mice. Vftien non-irradiated mice were inoculated 8 to 
10 days and 3-1/2 weeks after splenectomy the mean survival 
times of 19.7 and 26 days were slightly above those of the 
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control inoculated groups with 18*5 and 23,3 days. Ten days 
was sufficient time for other centers of lymphoid tissue to 
take over the defensive functions in the absence of the 
spleen. Increased irradiaticm damaged the lymphoid tissue so 
that no recovery of the defensive capacity of the mice against 
tuberculosis was evident in splenectcaaized mice even after an 
interval of N- weeks before Inoculation. The mean survival time 
was only 7.1 days. 
Work reported by Henshaw (19^  a, b, c) in a series of 
papers covered the effects of small, intermediate and massive 
doses of X-radiation on the blood and tissues of 2 strains of 
mice and guinea pigs# 111 irradiation was done with a machine 
operated at 200 pkv, 20 ma with filtration of 0.5 ana Cu and 
1.06 nai Al, C^ H mice escposed to ^ 0 r showed a leucopenia due 
to a reduction In lymphocy^ s within 2^ - hours that persisted 
for the 1^  day test period. ®ice on the other hand showed 
little or no effect from 50 r. lormally mice had a higher 
proportion of lymphocytes than G^ H mice, 85 percent as compared 
to 60 percent. After 100 r exposure the LAF^  mice developed a 
slight leucopenia after ^  hours which persisted for a week 
whereas it developed rapidly in G^ H mice through the first week 
and continued for ^  to 6 weeks. After 200 r leucopenia was 
evident in hours in the LAFj^  strain, with recovery in 3 to ^  
weeks. Strain differences were evident in that 100 r and 200 r 
produced effects in ttie strain that were comparable to 
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those produced in the G^ H strain by 50 to 100 r. the blood of 
normal guinea pigs showed equal proportions of lymphocytes and 
neutrophils. Increase in X-ray dose from 50 r to ^ 0 r in­
creased the severity of leucopenia in guinea pigs, with reduc­
tion in boldli lymphocytes and neutrophils. Henshaw suggested 
that the lethal dose for the guinea pig was 2(M) r, C^ H mice, 
5^0 r and for mice possibly 600 r. From the study of 
tissues h© observed that damage to the tissues increased as 
dosage Increased. Bie effects on the tissues of the different 
strains varied as the lethal doses. Kie guinea pig showed the 
most marked tissue damage and the strain the least. Of 
th© tissues studied the lymph nodes and spleen suffered simi­
lar damage within a few hours after X-radiation. Damage to 
the bone marrow was not evident as early as that to the lymph 
nodes and spleen. Mlth massive doses of X-rays of 2^ ,000 and 
50,000 r death occurred within hours. All tissues including 
the brain and muscle showed the effects of damage. The lym­
phoid tissue and lymphocytes of the blood were extremely sensi­
tive to radiation. 
Ellinger (19^ 5a) exposed mice to doses of X-rays of 200 
to 1000 r. fhe X-ray tube was operated at 200 pkv, 10 ma with 
filtration of 0.13 mm Sn, 0.25 lam Gu and 1 mm Al, HVL = 1.25 
mm Gu, at 50 cm distance and rate of 15*6 r/min. ®ie hemato­
poietic tissues, spleen and bone marrow showed the most severe 
injury m. post mortem examination. According to Ellinger's 
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findings the "bone marrow v/as characterized by greater sensi­
tivity to irradiation but also by greater powers of recupera­
tion. Ttie white pulp of the spleen was the most critical 
element. If the damage to it was too great there was no 
recovery. The liver studied by Ellinger (19^ 5b) was less sen­
sitive than the spleen to irradiation, but the effects were 
difficult to assess because of the rapid recuperative capacity 
of this organ. 
Brecher, Endicott, Gump and Brawner (19^ ) studied the 
effects of X-rays on lymphoid and hematopoietic tissues in mice 
of the CFW strain. ®ie mice were exposed to a sublethal dose 
of ^ 0 r (186 pkv, 20 ma, 50 cm distance, 0.25 mm Cu + .55 mm 
A1 filter). The blood picture was followed at eight intervals 
from the 1st day to the 28th day, ®ie total leucocyte counts 
showed the effect of radiation on the 1st day, reaching a mini­
mum on the ^ th day at about 10 percent of the control value. 
By the 7th day the recovery trend -ms well marked. The count 
continued to increase daily reaching normal before the 21st 
day. These authors reported sever© granulocytopenia of short 
duration and lymphopenia of longer duration. The data pre­
sented on the lymphocyte numbers and by difference the 
granulocyte numbers showed marked decreases in both types 
paralleling the decrease in total leucocyte number. The fluc­
tuations in the ratios of the two types of cells raised the 
question if samples as small as three mice at each interval 
2^ -
were not inadequate. 
Barrow and Tullis (1952) followed the sequence of radia­
tion injury in mice by histological series. A completely 
lethal dose of 1100 r was given at 31-23 r/minute from an 
X»ray machine operated at 1000 pkv, 3 with no filter and a 
distance of 100 cm, HfL of 2.2 mm lead. In 96 hours 1100 r 
was 100 percent lethal to hybrid mice from National Institute 
of Health Colony. Sections of organs of 10 NIH mice were pre­
pared at each hourly interval from 1 to 88 hours after X-
radiation. A total of 880 mice were involved in this study, 
ttoey found no significant lesions in the livers or the lungs, 
fhe lymphoid tissue was most sensitive to radiation with 
complete destruction of lymphocytes. There was little evidence 
of regeneration of the lymphocytes, although a few reappeared 
in the lymph nodes. The erythropoietic tissues of bone marrow 
and spleen were less sensitive to radiation than the lymphoid 
tissue* In the red pulp of the spleen the injury was apparent 
within one hour by the absence of mitosis and degeneration of 
the cells. The myelopoietic or granulocytic series was less 
sensitive and megakaryocytes showed no effect until after 50 
hours. Although intestinal epithelium of the small intestine 
was quite sensitive, the recuperative power of this tissue was 
striking• 
Previously Bloom and Jacobson (19^ 8) had shown the effects 
of lower doses of X-rays on sensitivity of blood and organs of 
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rats, mice and guinea pigs. The exposure doses used covered 
a range from a dose 50 percent lethal in 30 days down to a dose 
©^re no changes were observed. lerve and muscle tissues and 
the endocrine glands proved to be resistant to X-radiation. 
ftte sensitive organs and tissues were gonads, bone marrow, 
spleen, lymph nodes, thymus, parts of gastro-intestinal tract 
and bone, the first changes observed within the first hour 
were degeneration and death of cells in the blood forming 
organs, in intestinal crypts and stomach, and of spermatogonia 
and developing ova. Bloom (19^ 8) summarized the sensitivity 
of the organs and of the cells to radiation damage from a 
U)50/30 exposure. According to him the lymphatic tissue was 
more sensitive with the bone marrow only slightly less sensi­
tive. Thymus was as sensitive as lymphatic tissue. The skin 
and intestinal crypt epithelium were more resistant. The 
testis and ovary were both sensitive. Resistant organs in­
cluded liver, lung, adrenals, kidney, pancreas, nervous system 
and muscle. From sensitive to resistant the cells ranked in 
orders lymphocytes, erythroblasts, myelocytic, and megakaryo-
eytic cells with reticular cells and macrophages being resis­
tant. Babbits, rats, mice and guinea pigs responded in a 
similar manner to n>50/30 exposures. The effects from differ­
ent kinds of radiation were also similar. 
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Iffects of Irradiation on the Jismune Besponse 
ladiation as previously reviewed reduces natural immunity 
or resistance to disease. Radiation has also been observed to 
reduce the capacity of an organism to acquire iramianity either 
actively or passively. Benjamin and Sluka (I908) observed the 
detrimental effects of X-rays on antibody production in rab­
bits following an injection of beef serum after 2 or 3 days 
irradiation. Hie antigen persisted in the blood up to 25 
days as compared to 8 days in unirradiated animals. Anti­
bodies could not be demonstrated in the irradiated animals 
during the 25 day period. Ihey concluded that radiation had 
prohibited the formation of antibodies. In this early study on 
antibody production following irradiation, they found that when 
the antigen was injected 25 days after X-ray exposure it dis­
appeared within 5 days. Antibodies appeared within ^  days and 
peak titres were obtained by the 8th day. No reduction in anti­
body production was observed when the antigen was given h days 
prior to irradiation. 
Hektoen (1915) confirmed the findings of Benjamin and 
Sluka. He found that lysin production in rats was delayed and 
decreased when sufficient X-ray exposure was given prior to the 
injection of an antigen of sheep cells, !Riere was no effect on 
the total lysin produced ^ en the antigen was introduced one 
day after X-radiation, although the leucocytes were reduced in 
numbers at this time. Radiation was given daily in 8 minute 
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escposures for different dose levels from a tube run at h ma 
with a spark gap of 5 inches at a distance of 18 inches from 
the rats# A single 8 minute dose was sufficient to reduce the 
l©ucoc|rte counts and cause reduction in size of spleen and 
l^ rraph nodes, hut had no effect on normal lysin production when 
antigen was given# l^ iiro daily exposures had an immediate effect 
on the white cells but no effect on the peak titre of lysin 
produced. Eight minutes of irradiation daily for ten days be­
fore antigen injection resulted in a reduced lysin production. 
Hektoen wnsldered his observations to indicate that anti­
bodies were produced in the lymphoid tissues and bone marrow 
since the injury to these tissues corresponded to the inhibi­
tion of antibody production. 
Hektoen (1920) reported observations further substantia­
ting the iaportance of the role of the spleen in antibody pro­
duction. He fotmd that like X-irradiation splenectomy at time 
of antigen introduction retarded and greatly reduced antibody 
production in rats, rabbits and dogs. There was no effect on 
this immune response when the animals were irradiated or 
splenectomized after antibody production was under way. 
Graddoek and Lawrence (19^ 8) confirmed the findings of 
Hektoen, that antibody production was reduced by irradiation, 
e^y found that 2^ 0 r X-ray exposure to rabbits four days after 
immunization to sheep cells or typhoid vaccine did not suppress 
the antibody content although the lymphocyte count was de­
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creased, fhey suggested that there were tissues capable of 
carrying on antibody formation even though the Ijnuphoid tissue 
had been severely damaged. Upon irradiating immunized rabbits 
after the antibody titres had passed the peak they found no 
rise in titres as expected if the destruction of lymphocytes 
released antibodies* 
Jacobson, Hobson, Marks and Goldman (19^ 9) shielded the 
spleens or appendices of rabbits from 800 r exposure at 2^ 0 
pkv given one day before inoculation with sheep cells. Twenty-
one days were required before the peak hemolysin titre was 
reached in the sera of irradiated rabbits as compared with 15 
days in the unirradiated. The antibody content as Indicated 
by the titre was the same for both groups. These workers con­
firmed the findings of Hektoen that Irradiation suppressed 
antibody production. They also showed that the capacity of 
the rabbit to form antibodies was retained if the spleen or ap­
pendix was protected from the Irradiation which destroyed other 
lymphatic tissue. 
After antibody production was well under way in the body, 
irradiation had no effect on the process. A more critical time 
relationship was suggested by Taliaferro, Taliaferro and 
Janssen (1952). Sheep red cells were injected into rabbits 
within four days before to 28 days after total body irradiation 
with 600 r and 700 r of X-rays. Antibody production was de­
pressed in the animals iimunlzed 12 hours to 7 days after 
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radiation* There was a delay but no suppression of hemolysin 
formation in the aniaials injected during an interval of days 
before to 6 hours after irradiation. This indicated to these 
authors that X-ray damage to the immune process was largely 
limited to the first part of the process. 
Dixcai, Talmage and Bukantz (1951) found that vdien 1^ 31 
labelled bovine gamr.a globulin was given to rabbits at same 
time as exposure to 500 r X-lrradiation -ttiere was no inhibition 
or delay in antibody production. A partial suppression in 
antibody formation occurred when the antigen was given 2-1/2 
hours after irradiation. An interval of ho hours resulted in 
complete inhibition of this immune mechanism. This work sup­
ported the conclusion of Taliaferro, ^  al* (1952) that the 
early stages in the iiamune process were the most susceptible 
to X-ray effects. 
Dixon, Talmage and Maurer (1952) reported the effects of 
different doses of X-irradiation in relation to the time of 
antigen introduction on the antigen-antibody response. Rabbits 
were irradiated from a 220 pkv source operated at 15 ma with 
filtration of 0.25 mm Gu + 1 mm Al, with a dose rate of 22 r/ 
minute at distance of 83 cm. The immune response was determined 
by the rate of antigen, I^ Bl bovine gamma globulin disappear­
ance and maximum antibody concentration. An X-ray dose of 75 r 
resulted in a slight depression in the antigen-antibody 
response. Twenty-five r had no effect \^ en given two days 
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before the antigen. At this same time Interval, 2 days prior 
to antigen infection, 200 r and 300 r delayed the antigen dis­
appearance and reduced to a trace the antibody formed. Four 
hundred r and 600 r completely inhibited the response. When 
+^00 P was given 5 hours before the antigen there was a slight 
decrease in antibody# When this interval was increased to 12 
or 2^  hours before the globulin was injected, there was a 
marked decrease in the response. At a higher dose of 800 r, 
U370/30, given one hour before the antigen injection, antibody 
.formation was not completely suppressed. 
Bats showed a slightly different reaction as reported by 
Kohn (19^ 1). He studied the effect of X-radiation from 0 to 
800 r (I©50/30 s 725 r) on rats when exposed during a period of 
7 days before to 5 days after injection with sheep erythro­
cytes. All radiation was done from a tube operated at 2^ 0 pkv, 
15 ma, 52 0.^  ma Cu at a distance of 100 cm with a rate of 
50 r/min. In normal rats the peak titre was reached in 6 to 7 
days after injectioa. Exposure 1 to 3 days before the antigen 
Injection was most effective in reducing antibody production. 
During this time interval 175 J? resulted in marked inhibition 
of antibody, fhre© hundred fifty r was required to depress 
antibody production when the rats were radiated 1 or 2 days 
after the cell injection. Saree hundred fifty to 600 r given 
3 to ^  days after injection inhibited antibody production with­
in 2^ - hours. With rabbits, Taliaferro, ^  al. (1952) and 
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Dixon, sSt al* (1952) using 700 r and 800 r exposures found no 
effect on antibody production when X-rayed 3 to ^  days after 
the antigen was given. ISie work with rabbits indicated that 
the early stages in the antigen-antibody reaction were most 
susceptible, whereas Kohn's report on rats showed that this re­
action could be affected even after it had started. 
Wissler, Robson, Fitch, Nelson and Jacobson (1953) also 
showed differences in the reaction in rats as compared with 
rabbits# With ^ 00 r X«ray exposure antibody production was 
suppressed when given 1 or 2 days before the injection of red 
blood cells intravenously or intraperitoneally. Shielding of 
the spleens from radiation largely eliminated this depression 
as in rabbits (Jacobson, 19^ )* Splenectomy of un­
irradiated rats performed 2^  ^hours before, at the sarae time or 
2^  hours after inimunization suppressed the antibody reaction 
when the antigen was introduced by the intravenous route but 
not when given intraperitoneally. this suggested to the 
authors that the role of the spleen in antibody production was 
more important to the rat than in the rabbit. Jacobson and 
Robson (1952) found that removal of the spleens of rabbits 2h 
hours before the intravenous injection of antigen did not af­
fect the antibody production even when the rabbits had been 
irradiated prior to splenectomy of the shielded spleens. 
Hale and Stoner (195^ ) reviewed some of their findings 
when Swiss mice were exposed to gamma radiation from a cobalt-6o 
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source. They found that 700 rep gamma rays had no effect on 
natural or active Immunity of the mice and influenza A virus. 
Six hundred twenty-five rep, given 3 days before injection of a 
mixture of Pneumococcus III and antiserum, increased suscepti­
bility to ^  percent mortality from 0 percent. Passive 
immunity to tetanus toxin by injection of antitoxic serums was 
not affected by 62? rep gamma radiation just after immuniza­
tion# Wien mice were irradiated with 650 rep H-S hours before 
passive immunization with anti-pneumococcus rabbit serum, then 
injected one day later with fype III pneumococcus, the protec­
tion of immunization was destroyed. Three hundred rep just 
prior to a second injection of tetanus toxoid did not affect 
antitoxin production. Increasing gamma ray exposures from ^ 75 
to 875 rep at this time were more effective in inhibiting anti­
toxin production* 
Smith, Smith, Gonshery and Grenan (195^ ) reported the 
effect of immunization on post irradiation resistance. They 
immunized rats and mice against Proteus Infection. One week 
later the animals were exposed to an ID50/28 days, ^ 75 r to the 
mice, 500 r to the rats. Mice Irradiated with ^ 75 ^  one week 
after immunization were protected from Proteus Infection as 
measured by increased survival and time of survival. A lethal 
dose of X-rays, 625 r, destroyed the protection afforded by 
immimizatlon in the mice. Two possible explanations for these 
differences in effect of ^ 75 r and 625 r were offered by the 
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authors! 625 ^  JaaF have reduced the antibody content of the 
animals, or an antibody concentration sufficient to protect 
mice after ^ 75 r damage was not adequate against the higher ex­
posure dose. Curves of leucocyte numbers following these two 
levels of X-ray were similar but showed greater decrease at the 
high radiation dose. 
Fulton and Mitchell (1953a) reported the effects of seven 
doses of X-rays (260 pkv, 18 ma, 0.25 mm Cu + 1 mm A1 filter, 
70 cm distance and 55 r/minute) on the ability of mice to 
develop immunity. Mice were immunized with a single injection 
of heat killed Salmonella tvphimurium 3 days after irradiation. 
t#ien a challenge infection was given 6 days after immunization 
or 9 days after irradiation, 75 percent of the unirradiated 
but immunized mice survived the challenge infection; 70 percent 
survived following 75 t radiation, 30 percent after 150 r and 
35 percent after 225 T* Doses of 300 r or larger destroyed 
the effect of immunization In protecting the mice against the 
challenge infection of mouse typhoid. Additional work by 
Fulton and Mitchell (1953"^ ) showed that the level of irradia­
tion required to destroy acquired immunity to Salmonella 
tyiahimrAm depended upon the degree of immunity conferred. A 
dose of 300 r was necessary to reduce the mice Immunized 6 days 
before with 3 x 10^  heat killed organisms to the status of non-
immunized non-irradiated but challenged mice? 200 r exposure 
o 
was adequate when the mice had been immimized with 7*5 x 10 
3^  
organisms one day after irradiation. 
Effects of Shielding 
Warren and Whipple (1922) showed the abdomen of dogs to 
be extremely sensitive to radiation as compared to the thorax. 
X-radiation of 350 mllliamphere minutes resulted in death of 
the dogs in h days when the thorax was lead shielded with 2 mm 
lead foil# the lethal dose increased to above 512 mam when the 
abdomen was shielded and the thorax exposed. At this latter 
dose there was no evidence of a fatal intoxication. They con­
cluded that the lymphoid tissue of the spleen in the abdominal 
region was more sensitive to radiation than bone marrow tissue 
or circulating blood as Included in the region of the thorax. 
CJhrom (1935) compared the effects on resistance to 
Breslau Bacilli of shielding the livers and spleens of mice 
from X-radiation. Three days after irradiation the mice re­
ceived an intravenous injection of the bacilli. Cultures from 
lymph glands, spleen# liver and heart blood were made from ani­
mals killed at intervals following inoculation. When the liver 
and sple®i were shielded and the remainder of the body exposed 
to 550 r or 800 r the mice were able to filter off the bacteria 
from the blood stream as fully as unirradiated mice. It was 
only Tsftien the liver end spleen were exposed to these X-ray 
doses that the mouse was deprived of its ability to eliminate 
the infective bacteria from the blood stream. From these 
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observations Ghrom concluded that fixed phagocytic cells of 
the liver and spleen were important in handling Infections of 
the blood stream. 
Gershon-Cohen, Hermel and Griffith (19^ 1) noted the pro­
tective effect of shielding the liver, or right lung or right 
lower abdomen with lead during exposure to 600 r (200 pkv, 25 
ma, 0.5™ Ou + lamAl filtration, $0 cm distance, HVL of 1.1 
am Gu). Of the nice receiving 600 r whole body radiation, Uo 
percent survived! 83, 7B md 67 percent survived when the above 
organs were protected. Differences between organ areas were 
not significant. Each area was equivalent to about 15 percent 
of the body surface normally exposed. They found no differ­
ences in total red cell count or hemoglobin between the ir­
radiated groups and controls. The leucocyte numbers were 
decreased in all irradiated groups. Recovery in leucocyte 
htamber was faster in the protected groups. They concluded that 
the protection obtained by shielding was related to the hemato­
poietic system rather than to specific organs. 
Wien only the head and thorax of C57 black and Jax 7 mice 
were exposed to X-rays from a 150 pkv source with no filtra­
tion, the 13)50 was 2-1/2 times that for whole body exposure 
according to Osborne, ^  (1952). 
Bond, Swift and Fishier (1950) found the abdomens of rats 
about twice as sensitive to X-irradiation as the rest of the 
body when the effects were measured by mortality. Over a range 
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of fiire X-ray doses from 700 r to 1300 r to the abdominal 
region only, mortality was increased from 0 percent to 73 per­
cent in 28 days. When five doses ranging from 1600 r to 2200 
r were delivered to the rest of the body with the abdominal 
region shielded mortality increased from 5 to 100 percent. 
Kaplan and Paull (1952) distinguished strain differences 
in the response of mice irradiated with the spleens exterior­
ized and lead shielded, fhey used 500 r from a 120 pkv source 
at 9 ffia? 0»25 mil Cu + 1 mm A1 filter, 30 cm distance with a 
dose rate of 32 r/minute. When the whole body was exposed 
A strain mice were more sensitive, mortality of 76 percent, 
than G57 black mice, mortality 59 percent. Following exposure 
with exteriorized spleens sham shielded the mortality rates of 
the two strains were similar to whole body exposure 7^  percent 
and ^  percent, but the time of death was somewhat earlier. 
With the same radiation exposure but the exteriorized spleens 
lead shielded mortalities were reduced to 0 percent for the A 
strain and 23 percent for 057 black strain. Changes noted in 
the lymph nodes, thymus and bon© marrow did not differ between 
strains. I-ead shielding of the spleens did give evidence of 
different cellular response of the two strains. Mice of the A 
strain showed proliferation of the hematopoietic tissue with 
little response in lymphoid tissue. C57 black mice showed 
proportionate increase in both types of tissue, ©le authors 
suggested that the basic difference between these two strains 
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was the spleen as a hematopoietic organ. The A strain mice 
were more dependent on. the proper functioning of these organs 
than were the C57 black mice. 
Marked strain differences in mice were reported by 
Eeinhard, Mirand, Goltz and Hoffman (195^ ) in radiation 
response, fhe median lethal dose of X-radiation was determined 
for each of four strains for each of three regional exposures, 
fhe regions exposed were whole body, head with the rest of 
body lead shielded and body exposed with head shielded. X-rays 
used had a H¥I» of 0#9 mis Gu at a rate of 150 r/min at 30 cm 
distance from target to aid mouse, fhe four strains did not 
differ greatly in median lethal dose when the whole body was 
exposed, fhe strains responded as dba 500 r, Marsh 570 r, C57 
black 550 r and 9^2 r. fhe MID for each exposure was ob­
tained from survival curves of different doses. For whole body 
exposure the M£D was the same as IiD50/12. fhe authors found 
that for the dba strain the head region was as sensitive as 
the whole body to exposure given. A progressive decrease in 
sensitivity of the head region was shown by these strains, the 
dba was raost sensitive, the Marsh next, followed by C57 black 
and C^ H. As this head sensitivity decreased the effects of 
the irradiations to the remainder of the body increased, fhe 
authors suggested the pituitary as the center of the sensitivi­
ty for the head region, fhis paper pointed out differences in 
radiation response which were associated with differences in 
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genetic constitutions* 
Swift, Taketa and Bond (195^ ) studied the effect of frac-^  
tionated body exposure as contrasted to single total body-
exposure. "Riey found that 87? r of X-rays (230 pkv, 15 ma, 
1 ram Cu 1 mm A1 filter, 21 inch target distance with a dose 
rate of ^ 2 to h6 r/minute) caused 75 to 71 percent mortality 
in 30 days following total body exposure of Namru mice. When 
875 r was given in 2 doses with a 90 minute interval between 
the doses with part of the body exposed to the first dose and 
the rest to the second dose only 12 and 7 percent died in 30 
days. With the same dose, 875 r, given when the spleens were 
shielded the mortality was 7 percent. Shielding of the spleens 
gave the same protection as fractionation of the exposure dose. 
A four hour interval between the fractions of the x-ray dose 
favored higher survival over the short interval of 10 minutes. 
To the authors, this suggested the presence of factors in the 
protected regions which promoted recovery in exposed regions. 
Shechmeister, Paris, Krause, Paulissen and Yimker (1955) 
exposed iaffiru mice to 350 r of X-rays (200 pkv, 20 ma, 0.25 mm 
Cu + 1 mm A1 filtration, H?L of 0#75 mm Cu at a distance of 75 
cm with a rate of 28 r/mln.). A comparison of lead to sham 
(paraffin) shielding of the exteriorized spleens during radia­
tion was made in response to J. coli Infection. Mortality was 
decreased from 67 percent in sham shielded to 17 percent in lead 
shielded groups; 95 percent cf normal mice, irradiated and 
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infected died. Deaths were negligible in the control groups 
of mice, 
Jacobson, Marks, Gaston, Robson and Zirkle (19^ 9) exposed 
mice to 600 r or 12 minutes exposure from a 250 pkv source. 
The mice were exposed with sham shielded spleens and lead 
shielded spleens. Severe anemia, leucopenia and thrombopenia 
developed in the sham shielded mice. No anemia was evident in 
the lead shielded mice and the decrease in leucocytes and 
platelets was less severe with recovery to normal more rapid. 
e^ presence of some substances or factors in unexposed 
tissue which contributed to recovery and survival of ir­
radiated animals was suggested by Jacobson, Simmons, Marks 
and Eldredge (1951)* ®ie ID50/28 value for GF adult mice was 
550 r as compared to 1025 r when the exteriorized spleens were 
lead shielded. Shielding of the spleen, an organ of only 0.1 
gram in weight, gave greatest protection against 1025 r ex­
posure with 77 percent survival with complete recovery of the 
hematopoietic activity in 8 days. Shielding of a lobe of the 
liver comparable to 0.8 gram of tissue was followed by 33 per­
cent survival5 2,5 grams of intestine or 3 grams of head con­
tributed to 27 percent survival. The spleen was the most 
important contributor to the recovery of the mouse. When the 
shielded spleen was surgically removed shortly after radiation 
no protective effect was apparent, survival 0 percent. An in­
terval of an hour or more after radiation prior to splenectomy 
ho 
resulted in an increase in survival, 66 percent. 
LorenZj Congdon and Uphoff (1952) showed that suspensions 
of bone marrow cells inoculated into irradiated mice stimu­
lated their recovery from otherwise lethal doses of X-rays. 
Strain differences were observed in the response to protection 
of homologous bone marrow suspensions. A and L 
mice when exposed to 900 r X-rays experienced 100 percent 
mortality in 30 days. Mice of strain A receiving an intra­
venous injection of the marrow cell suspension were completely 
protected, but intraperitoneal injection gave little protec­
tion, 8^  percent mortality. Mice of the L strain responded 
equally well to injections by either route, v/ith 30 and ^ +0 
percent mortalities. Protection afforded LAF^  mice did not 
depend on mode of injection, 20 and 2? percent mortalities. 
lAlce the A mice, mortality of the C^ H mice was decreased to 32 
percent by intravenous injection, but to 90 percent by intra­
peritoneal injection. C^ H and A mice appeared more dependent 
upon the normal functioning of the spleen than did mice of the 
LAF^  or L strains. In all cases the intravenous route resulted 
in more protection than the intraperitoneal route afforded. 
An intraperitoneal Inoculation of heterologous bone marrow 
from guinea pigs gave no protection to LAF^  ^and C^ H mice. 
When the guinea pig marrow suspension was injected intra­
venously into C^ H mice, about the same protection was given as 
with marrow cell suspension from LAF^ . mice* These authors 
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suggested two factors as being involved in recovery. A humoral 
or noncellular factor was indicated by the protection offered 
by heterologous bone marrow tissue, fhe second factor of 
cellular nature was postulated to account for the superior 
protection of homologous tissue. 
Jacobson, Marks and Gaston (1955) compared the protection 
effects of cell suspensions of the spleen, liver and bone mar­
row on the recovery of mice exposed to a lethal dose of X-rays. 
Ihey found better protection was given by splenic cell suspen­
sions from 2 to 5 day old mice and embryos than suspensions of 
splenic tissue from adult mice bone marrow cells or liver cells. 
Jacobson and his group identified this recovery factor or fac­
tors as humoral in nature rather than cellular. Such factors, 
having their source in hematopoietic tissue, stimulated 
erythropoiesis in irradiated animals. 
Smith and Marsten (1953) showed that infections of spleen 
homogenates increased survival of mice by increasing their re­
sistance to infections of Proteus or Pseudomonas. The 
increase in resistance was associated with more rapid recovery 
of the circulating leucocytes. 
Cole and Ellis (1953) confirmed the presence of a protec­
tive or recovery factor in spleen homogenates. They reported 
increased survival of irradiated mice that had been splenec-
tomized when given injections of splenic material. Homologous 
spleen homogenates gave greater protection than heterologous 
2^ 
hoaogenates. Spleen tissue from progeny of L x A cross pro­
tected adult mice so that 80 percent survived 30 days as 
compared to 0 percent when not injected with the homogenate. 
Hoaogenates from the spleens of progeny gave no protection 
to the adult F^ s^. 
Cole, Fishier and Bond (1953) fractionated the splenic 
cells and found that the nuclear fraction was responsible for 
increasing survival from 0 to 100 percent in mice following a 
lethal dose of 750 r X-rays. The fractions consisting of 
mitochondria or microsomes did not afford protection. They 
suggested the nuclear protein nature of the factor involved in 
stimulating recovery. Barnes and Loutit (1955) believed the 
factor best explained on the basis of an active principle 
acting as a tissue graft rather than as a chemical material 
like a hormone. They found the factor or agent to be inac­
tivated in a few hours at room temperature and by freezing 
temperature of G to 15° C for ^ 8 hours. These facts were 
considered as favoring a cellular agent since a hormone-like 
agent would be preserved by freezing. As further favoring 
this view they showed an increased effectiveness of homolo­
gous material over heterologous material but of the same 
species, when lengthening of life span was used as the measure 
of the effects. Splenic material from strain A mice given to 
CBA mice that had been exposed to 950 r, increased survival to 
60 percent as contrasted with 0 percent for mice receiving the 
3^ 
same X-irradiation bat without the splenic protective factor. 
A pronounced effect on survival, however, was observed in the 
CBA mice that had survived 30 days following an infection of 
spenic material of A mice# Their subsequent life spans were 
reduced to under 100 days as contrasted with those of CBA mice 
receiving splenic injections derived from CBA donors, median 
life spans of 500 days. 
The above review shows that most research emphasis has 
been placed on high dosage irradiation and the immediate ef­
fects of irradiation on two defense mechanisms, natural 
resistance and acquired resistance, iHOBunity, to disease. 
Animals under test had no chance to adjust for the irradiation 
stress before the disease stress was introduced# The effects 
of irradiation on life span (Gowen and Stadler, 1956) showed 
at higher dosages an acute effect from which the animals died 
and a general effect from which recovery was incomplete as 
measured by the life spans of unirradiated control mice. 
Shechmeister, (1952) and Kaplan, si C1952) likewise 
indicated the importanice of post irradiation time on observed 
differences in susceptibility due to route of infection and 
dosage of X-radiatlon. 
The experiment to be described on X-radiatlon effects in 
relation to X-ray mortality and morbidity, natural resistance 
and acquired immunity to mouse typhoid was arranged so that 
there would be sufficient time intervals between each stress 
T T  
for the animal to express its recovery potential for each 
response. 
Shielding of portions of the body has been shown to in­
crease resistance to X-rays, the shielding of the abdominal 
region, particularly the spleen, in the experiments reviewed 
has contributed most to the protection of the mouse. In this 
investigation the body was divided into three regions and the 
effects of exposing one or more of these regions to X-radiation 
have been analyzed quantitatively, the contributions of any 
one region or combination of any two or more regions have been 
compared in the response to mouse typhoid as measured by the 
level of natural resistance and by the response of acquiring 
resistance on active contact with the disease. 
Different strains of mice react quite differently under 
diverse conditions (Gowen, 19^ 8). Such reactions may be in­
herent in or characteristic of a particular strain. In order 
to obtain a broader view of the reactions of animals in these 
three areas of response, X-ray, natural resistance to disease 
and acquired immunity resulting from infection, a factorial 
experiment was conducted containing the basic elements of 
genetic and. treatment variability. Five strains of mice known 
to be differentiated in radiation sensitivity, natural resis­
tance to mouse typhoid, typhimuri\3]|i, and ability to acquire 
resistance were selected for experimentation, the choice of 
strain and treatments was made not only to delimit the 
internal variability but also to cover the full range of 
response found in miee. 
he 
MAIEHIALS AND METHODS 
Host Strains 
Disease is the result of an interaction of the host and 
pathogen acting in an environment. The host constitution for 
a particular disease may vary from highly resistant to highly 
susceptible# Shis factor has been controlled in this work by 
use of five strains of mice which have been maintained and in­
bred for more than 30 generations at the Genetics Laboratory, 
Iowa State College. The resistance reactions of these strains 
to the infection of mouse typhoid have been established and 
have remained quite constant without further selection for over 
15 years. The five strains cover a wide range in resistance to 
mouse typhoid caused by Salmonella tvphimuriuia. The resistance 
characteristics of these five strains based on tests made on 
mice from 50 to 100 days of age are shown in fable 1. 
Ihe five strains are even more widely differentiated in 
their resistance to mouse typhoid than the survival percentages 
in Table 1 Indicate. On the natural resistance side other 
studies have shown that 70 percent of the S mice survive infec­
tive doses containing 2,000,000 organisms. On the susceptible 
side 50 percent of the Ba mice were unable to survive inocula­
tions of 20 bacteria. 
The environment of the animals throughout the experimental 
h7 
period was that of a controlled laboratory where feed, water 
and raanagement were constant. 
fable 1 
latural resistance of five strains of mice 
50 - 100 days of age to mouse tjrphoid, 
gatomslXa typMrnriwa? 119 
(intraperitoneal infection of 2 x 10? organisms) 
Strain lumber tested % survival 
S i+70 95 
Z 1062 26 
f 31-3 30 
Q 176 0 
Balb/Ow» 388 0 
"•Designated throughout this thesis as Ba, 
All mice were ^  ± 3 days of age at the time of irradia­
tion. Strains and sexes were randomly distributed across the 
different treatments, ©lirty-seven weeks were required to 
completely fill the experiment as designed. 
Radiation 
A General llectric Jfe,xltron operated at 250 pkv, 30 ma 
with 0.25 ra® Cu + 1 ma A1 filtration at a distance of ^ 7.5 cm 
from anode to mid mouse was used for the X-irradiation of all 
mice, fhe dose rate varied from I60 r/minute to I80 r/minute. 
Part of this range was accounted for by a change of X~ray 
k8 
tutes. Mice were held for X-irradiation in perforated plastic 
tubes with cork stoppers, e^se tubes were arranged in a 
wooden rack in two rows of eight tubes placed side by side 
with the closed ends of each row facing each other. The field 
of radiation covered by this rack of tubes permitted a range 
of only 12 p per minute over the entire area. 
the experiment performed and analyzed was designed as a 
factorial having four elements* Five inbred strains of mice 
having knowi differences in X-ray and typhoid sensitivities 
were utilized In comparable numbers. The numbers for the two 
sexes were balanced for each strain. There were four X-ray 
exposure dosess 0, 320, and 6ko roentgens. The levels of 
X-ray dosage were chosen to span the range from no effect to 
nearly complete lethality when the mice were exposed to whole 
body irradiation. Deaths were recorded daily for the 15 days 
following irradiation. Mice alive on the 15th day were record­
ed as surviving X-radiation. 
There were eight combinations of body coverage or exposure. 
The body of the mouse was divided into three regions—head, mid 
and rear. Shielding was with 1/8 inch thick strips of lead 
laid across the tubes covering the region or regions of the 
mice for a given treatment. The eight combinations of regions 
shielded and those exposed are shown below. 
if9 
None 
Head 
Mid 
Rear 
Head-Mid 
Head-'lear 
Mid-Rear 
Whole Body 
•Rie head region or anterior third of the body extended 
into the thorax, IRie middle third of the body, mid region, 
included that part of the body containing lower thorax and 
abdominal cavity containing stomach and upper intestinal tract, 
liver, spleen, adrenals, ovaries and kidneys. The posterior 
third of the body, rear region, included the lower intestinal 
tract, bladder, and urinary system and testes of the males. 
These regions are illustrated in Plate 1. 
The eight groups of different regional exposures were 
treated with 320 r, H-80 r and 6^  r making a total of 2h differ­
ent X-ray treatment groups# In addition one group was handled 
in the same manner as these 2h but received no irradiation. 
The mice of this group were put in tubes and completely lead 
covered for a time comparable to that of the longest dose, 
6^  r, but were not exposed. This group acted as a control 
on handling as well as for un-irradiated, 0 r group. 
There were 2? treatment groups with 5 strains and 2 sexes 
making up 250 cells in the experiment. Each cell represented 
a different strain, sex, and treatment. A minimum of 25 mice 
were treated in each cell. Some cells contained a few extra 
Plate 1# Radiographs showing shielding marking off 
th© thre© regions and their relations to the anatomy of 
the mouse. 
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animals# fhe completed experiment involved a total of 690*+ 
•mice# 
The immediate effects of X-ray were largely completed 12 
days following irradiation. Although there were marked dif­
ferences in survival times between the different strains, few 
deaths occurred after the 12th day. A 15 day interval follow­
ing Irradiation was allowed to cover the direct effects of 
exposure. Deaths were recorded daily and survivors of the l5th 
day were considered as surviving mice. 
The 1/8 inch lead sheets used to delimit the body regions 
exposed to irradiation protected the shielded regions from the 
greater portion of irradiation. But, as shown in Table 2, this 
protection was not complete. ®ie 1/8 inch lead was sufficient 
to absorb all but 0.75 ^  P®^  minute. The back scattering of 
the radiation into the shielded regions accounted for larger 
doses of radiant energy in the protected regions. Measurements 
made when the tubes were placed on a nylon mesh screen under the 
same conditions showed that the back scattering largely came 
from the wooden rack used to hold the plastic tubes containing 
the mice. Only 7.^  r or 1.2 percent of the 6^  r dose were 
absorbed in the lead covered mid region when head and rear re­
gions were exposed whereas 78 r or 12.2 percent of the X-rays 
were absorbed when the wooden rack was used. The amount of 
radiation absorbed in the different shielded regions varied 
from 3 to 12,2 percent of the dose given. The region receiving 
^3 
Table 2 
Arount of Scattered Radiation Absorbed in the Shielded Eegions 
of the Body at Different Dos® Levels 
Regions Radiation Absorbed* 
Shielded ""|f©jad"""° ' 
Per Romt- Per Roent- Per Roent-
c©nt gens cent gens cent gens 
Head-Mid-Eear 3.2 3.3 3.7 
320 r 10.24 10.56 11.84 
mo r 15.36 15.88 17.76 
640 r 20.48 21.12 23.68 
Mid-Sear 7.2 5.9 
320 r 23.04 18.88 
400 r 34.56 28.32 
640 r 46.08 37.76 
Head-Eear 6.9 7.2 
320 r 22.24 22.28 
480 r 33.36 34.32 
640 r 44.48 45.76 
iead-Mid 5.2 6.6 
320 r 16.64 21.12 
480 r 24.96 31.68 
640 r 33.28 42.24 
Sear 9.9 
320 r 31.52 
480 r 47.28 
640 r 63.04 
Mid 12.2 
320 r 39.04 
480 r 58.56 
640 r 78.08 
Head 8.3 
320 r 26.66 
im r 39.98 
640 r 53.31 
«When scattering was eliiEainated less than 3 r absorbed through lead when 
640 y dos® deliirered. 
9* 
Most scattered radiation was the mid region when the head and 
rear regions were exposed. This could be expected as the 
scattering could enter from two directions. The amount of 
radiation absorbed in any shielded region should tend to 
magnify somewhat the effects of the different treatments and 
reduce the differences between the treatments. The effects of 
scattered radiation were distributed through all treatment 
groups and tend to balance from one treatment to another. 
Biat this amoimt of radiation absorbed into the protected re­
gions could lessen in some degree the recovery potentials of 
the mice treated in the region is recognized. The total 
roentgens scattered and absorbed should make this factor a 
minor contributor to the total variation. 
Disease 
Different lines of the bacterial species, Salmonella 
typhimurium^  cover the full range in virulence or pathogeni­
city due to differences in their genetic constitutions 
(Zelle, 19^ 21 dowen, sJj 1953)* i^s factor has been con­
trolled in this work by limiting all the disease tests to one 
of our lines, 110, of JtaMsBadJlB* I^s line has 
been used in many tests in our laboratory over the past 15 
years without showing any appreciable changes in virulence. 
Bacterial suspensions were prepared by washing 18 to 20 
hour agar slant cultures with 0.85 percent saline + 0.05 
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percent peptone. The suspensions were standardized with a 
Gates nephelometer and dilutions made so that lA ml. inoculum 
contained the desired number of organisms. Plate counts were 
made as checks on the inoculation doses and viability of the 
organisms. 
Following X-ray ejcposure the mice, 61 + 3 days of age, 
were inoculated by intraperitoneal injection with Salmonella 
tvphlmurium IIG. The doses of IIC were adjusted to the known 
susceptibilities of the strains to give better observations 
on the course of the disease. Doses of 200,000 organisms were 
given mice of the S, Z and K strains, 2,000 organisms to the 
Q strain and 200 to the Ba strain* The disease was followed 
for 21 days. This Interval covered the full course of this 
typhoid as it occurs in the mouse. The critical period was h 
to 12 days after inoculation, although the strains differed in 
survival times. This test with typhoid measured the natural 
resistance of the animal as affected by the X-ray treatment, 
fwenty-one days after the initial inoculation the surviv­
ing mice, 82+3 days of age or 3^  days post irradiation, were 
given a challenge inoculation to test their capacities to pro­
duce humoral immune bodies and other cellular reactions which 
accompany Immunity acquired through contact with a disease. 
Two different challenge doses were given - 20,000,000 organisms 
to S, Z and K strains and 200,000 to the Q and Ba strains - as 
it was known (Gowen 19^ 5) that these strains differ in their 
% 
abilities to develop actiw acquired immunity. Twenty-one 
days were allowed for the full expression of the immune 
response, fhe survivors were discarded at loM- + 3 days of age 
or 58 days after X-ray exposures. 
Analyses 
The data have been analyzed for the three separate 
responses? immediate radiation effects, latent effects of 
radiation on natural resistance to typhoid infection and latent 
effects of radiation on acquired resistance or immune response. 
The results of localizing radiation to particular regions of 
the body on these three responses have been determined by 
comparison of sexes, strains and dosages across all regional 
exposure treatments in the factorially designed experiment. 
Two separate criteria have been used to measure the effects of 
irradiation, the percentage survival of the treated mice and 
the length of survival in days within the observational period, 
©le 50 cells of the experiment were initially balanced in 
numbers with 25 mice, ©iroughout the length of the experimen­
tal period some errors were made in recording the deaths and in 
inoculation. Individuals involved in errors were replaced. 
The radiation response was not affected by accidents during the 
course of the typhoid disease or in the following challenge 
period. Information on the animal up to the response period 
when the error occurred was valid. All animals properly belong­
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ing within an experimental period were retained for analyses, 
fhis accounts for extra individuals in the original cells. 
All deaths that occurred 1 or 2 days after either the initial 
or challenge inoculation were excluded as typhoid deaths and 
such individuals were replaced in the original treatment. A 
good number of these excluded animals were in poor condition 
at the time of Inoculation. These animals are thought to have 
died from shock of the inoculum and not from the disease 
process and in consequence to he in a different category than 
that being studied. 
Because of the unequal numbers of mice in the different 
treatment groups, all data have been analyzed throughout this 
thesis by using disproportionate frequency analyses. Binomial 
analyses were used for the survival data and the customary 
methods for mean length of survival with the observational 
periods. 
The data based on percentage survival did not allow for 
the full expression of the differences between strains, etc. 
Survival range had fixed limits at 0 and 100 percent. These 
limits confined the quantitative estimates of the effects, 
i. e. strain or radiation, to values within this range. Con­
sequently all conclusions drawn from the percentage survival 
data led to minimal estimates "by the nature of these limita­
tions of the scale, 
data on length of survival were confined by one 
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limiting measurement, the total length of the observation 
period, this fixed measurement again limited the full ex­
pression of the effects of irradiation or typhoid on the mice. 
Any differences observed in both sets of data for each response 
were therefore minimal estimates of these consequences follow­
ing the different treatments. 
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IXPERIMEHTAL RESULTS 
Bie main ob3®ctives of this experiment were to test -ttie 
latent effects of regional or partial body irradiation with 
high energy X-rays on three responses: (1) survival to X-rays, 
(2) disease resistance as measured by the reactions to 
tvphiffiurimB^  and (3) the capacity of the exposed 
animal to develop active immunity. The latent effects of re­
gional body Irradiation on these three responses offer a means 
of evaluating particular organ function in disease resistance 
and immunity, two variables are intrinsic in the data. Known 
genetic differences may assist in these analyses by introducing 
reliable differences in the resistance levels of the mouse 
strains. Sex of the mice utilized in the tests could affect 
the results although previous experience has shown that this is 
a minor factor in the expression of the mouse typhoid syndrome. 
The effects of sex and strain will be analyzed separately. The 
sex effects are considered first. 
Effects of Sex 
On re^ mm, 
Irradiation may cause acute effects leading to death. In 
the range of X-ray eaqposures of this experiment these radiation 
deaths were largely over by 15 days post irradiation. Cons©-
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quences of the X-ray treatments were measured by percentages 
of the animals which survived for 15 days following exposure 
and by the average lengths of survival of the irradiated groups. 
The data are subdivided for each sex into the X-ray dose and 
the region of the body in which the mouse received the irradi­
ation. Ihe strains were nearly balanced in numbers and were 
combined in these tests. 
Table 3 gives the data on the mice which survived the 
different X-ray treatments. The first column presents the X-ray 
dosage in air at the mid point of the mouse's body# Column 2 
lists the body regions exposed to X-rays. Columns 3 and U-
give the mean survival as percent of the mice surviving 1^  
days after the X-ray exposure according to the sex. The vari­
ance analyses give the degrees of freedom (d.f.) for the vari­
ances of the mice within sexes, the mean square (M.S.) between 
sexes with 1 d.f. and the F values for the mean squares. 
Throughout this thesis * shows significance at the 0.0? level 
and •• at the 0.01 level. 
Table 3 shows that only animals which received whole body 
irradiation had appreciable mortality. In the 1? day period no 
mice died in the untreated group| the 320 r whole body exposed 
mice showed a few scattered deaths, 3 and 5 percent; the ^ 80 r 
dose was more lethal, about ko percent of the mice diedf and 
the 6^  r dose was almost completely lethal, only 3 and 7 per­
cent survived of the 273 mice treated. Consideration of sex 
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Table 3 
Effect of Sex on Radiation Sensitivity 
Per Cent Survival in 15 Days 
Dos© 
(r) 
legion 
Imposed 
Mean Per CeiBfc 
Survived 
Hale F«ale 
Varianee Analyses 
Within Sex Between 
1 d, 
d.f. M.S. M.S. 
Sex 
f. 
P 
0 Mone 100 100 289 — — — 
320 None 100 99 266 .004 .004 1.0 
Head 100 100 270 — 
Mid 100 99 267 .004 .004 1.0 
Bear 100 100 268 — 
Head-Mid 99 100 270 .004 .004 1.0 
Head<^ear 100 100 267 
Mid-R@ar 99 100 268 .007 .015 2.0 
Whole-Body 97 95 271 .035 .019 0.5 
430 Mow 9a 100 257 .011 .034 3.0 
Head 100 100 258 — — 
Mid 99 98 269 .018 .003 0.2 
Eear 100 100 265 
Head-Mid 99 100 263 .004 .004 1.0 
Head-Eear 100 100 269 — 
Mid-E«ar 99 100 276 .007 .015 2.1 
¥hole-Body 59 62 284 .241 .062 0.3 
640 Hone 100 100 279 
Head 99 99 295 .010 .004 0.4 
Mid 97 97 286 .027 .000 — 
Rear 99 100 289 .003 .004 1.0 
Head-Mid 92 95 284 .062 .092 1.5 
Head-Eear 99 99 286 .010 .003 0.3 
Mid-Eear 80 81 287 .159 .005 0.0 
Whole-Body 7 3 268 .045 .090 2.0 
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effects on radiation survival was consequently almost entirely 
limited to the ^ 80 r and 6^ 0 r whole body irradiation groups, 
fhe differences in responses of the sexes to irradiation were 
siaall throughout the 25 comparisons. In no case was a signi­
ficant difference observed, the ^ 80 r and 6^  r whole body 
exposures were severe enough to test any real biological 
changes in the physiologies of the sexes suffered through 
irradiation exposure# No sex differences appeared. In view of 
these facts the data for sexes have been combined in further 
consideration of these experiments on survival to X-radiation. 
fhe severity of the X-ray effects may be measured by the 
number of days a mouse survives following X-ray exposure. 
fable h gives these data in the same form as Table 3» with 
columns 3 and showing the average number of days the males 
and females survived of the 1? days subsequent to X-
irradiation. All treatment groups except the whole body expo­
sures at 320 r, H-80 r and 6Uo r showed practically complete 
survival. 1?he mean day survivals for whole body exposures were 
0 r - 15 days, 320 r - 1^ .9 days, ^ 0 r - 13*7 days and 6Mo r -
9.1 days. The mean length of survival of the mice to whole body 
irradiation was but slightly reduced by 320 r, was lowered by 
0^ r and was severely reduced by 6M) r. The tests for sex ef­
fects on length of survival were only critical for the ^ 80 r 
and 6Ho r whole body irradiation groups. The sexes showed 
comparable mean days of survival. 3h no case was there a 
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Table 4 
Iffect of Sex on Badiation Sensitivity 
Mean Days Sunrived in 15 Day Period 
Y&rimce Analyses 
Dose Ssgion Mean Days Within Sex j^etween Sex 
(r) Exposed Survived 1 d.f. 
Male Peaale d.f. M.S. M.S. P 
0 ion® 15.0 15.0 239 — mrnitm 
320 Ion© 15.0 15.0 266 0.06 0.06 1.0 
Head 15.0 15.0 270 
Mid 15.0 15.0 267 0.00 0.00 1.0 
Sear 15.0 15.0 263 
Head-Mid 15.0 15.0 270 0.06 0.06 1.0 
Head-Sear 15.0 15.0 267 
Mid-i«ar' 14.? 15.0 26S 0.15 0.30 2.0 
Wiole-Body U.9 14.8 271 1.43 0.39 0.3 
m Hc«ie 14.9 15.0 257 2.90 0.75 0.3 
Head 15.0 15.0 258 MW'imi mum 
Mid 14.9 14.S 269 1.20 1.02 0.9 
Ee&r 15.0 15.0 265 
Head-md 15.0 15.0 263 0.14 0.13 1.0 
Head--a»ar 15.0 15.0 269 
Mid-Eear 14.9 15.0 276 0.52 0.93 1.8 
liihole-Body 13.6 13.S 284 5.02 1.91 0.4 
6kO Mone 15.0 15.0 279 
Head U.f 14.9 295 0.38 0.06 0.2 
Mid 14.i 14.7 2&6 2.34 0.09 0.0 
lear 14.9 15.0 289 0.28 0.28 1.0 
Head«md 14.2 14.6 284 5.00 8.79 1.8 
Head'^Eear 15.0 15.0 236 0.06 0.03 0.5 
Mid-Sear 13.2 13.3 287 14.18 0,^2 0.0 
lijhole-Body 9.4 8.9 271 9.52 12.70 1.3 
6h 
significant difference "between seaces# 
Biese results further support the conclusion that the 
sexes in mice are equally affected by X-irradiation. !Phe con­
clusions on X-ray effects which are derived from these data 
will not be altered by combining the observations of the two 
sexes# 
These tests also furnish a measure of the degree of pro­
tection afforded the animals by the coverage with lead plates. 
Animals of 0 r group were not exposed to X-rays but the bodies 
of the mice were completely shielded by 1/8 inch lead plates, 
fhe unexposed and r groups had 100 percent survival. In 
the 320 r treatment group exposed and lead shielded, one female 
out of 259 animals died| the %80 r group had three males out 
of 259 Hiioe di©* Mortality at the three dose levels appeared 
fortuitous and unrelated to the irradiation. It was concluded 
that the protection with the lead shields was adequate for all 
groups. 
Sex differences in resistance to mouse typhoid contracted 
15 days after irradiation are presented in Table 5 for the per­
cent of animals surviving for the 21 day disease period and in 
fable 6 for the mean survival in days for the 21 day period 
following infection. Bie tables have the same arrangement as 
Tables 3 and h. The disease test was of greater severity than 
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Table 5 
Effect of S®x on Hatural Resistance to Mouse Typhoid 
P«r Cent Siirvival in 21 Dajs 
Yarlanee Analysea 
Dose Esgion Mean Per Om% Withia Sex Betwsfm Sax 
(r) 'Scposed Stir(dv®d 1 d.f. 
Male Feoale d.f. M.S. M.S. P 
0 Hone 40 43 275 .244 .088 0.4 
320 Mda® 30 3S 252 .225 .419 1.9 
Head 33 35 253 .225 .021 0.1 
Mid 31 34 254 .222 .063 0.3 
Hear 37 35 255 .233 .ou 0.1 
«®ad-llid 27 2a 256 .201 .004 0.0 
i«ad-E®ar 36 3S 255 .235 .039 0.2 
Mid-Eear 31 25 255 .202 .267 1.3 
Whole-Body 22 22 245 .175 .000 0.0 
m Hons 35 37 251 .232 .041 0.2 
Head 36 32 255 .227 .098 0.4 
Mid 33 27 253 .210 .186 0.9 
l«ar 35 31 256 .222 .073 0.3 
Head»Mid 23 24 253 .179 .006 0.0 
Kftad-l#ar 33 31 256 .218 .029 0.1 
lad-Sear 25 25 260 .163 .001 0.0 
Miol«-Body 10 5 148 .06a .079 1.2 
6kO Nont 36 35 266 .231 .001 0.0 
Head 36 32 277 .226 .159 0.7 
Mid 29 29 267 .207 .001 0.0 
Eear 3® 42 272 .242 .084 0.4 
Head*4ii!d 21 23 250 .170 .014 0.1 
Head-Bear 32 34 271 .224 .026 0.1 
Mid-E©ar 31 24 224 .199 .309 1.6 
^ifliole-Body 0 0 6 —*• 
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Table 6 
Effect of Sex oa Natural Resistance to Mouse Typhoid 
Mean Days Survived in 21 Day Period 
Yarianee Analyses 
Dos© Region Mean Days Ijfithiii Sex l^ tumtn Sex 
(r) Is^sed Survive 1 d.f. 
Hale Feauale d.f. M.S. M.S. F 
0 None 14.8 15.3 275 44.14 16.06 0.4 
320 Mono 13,0 14.4 252 45.89 125.50 2.7 
Head 13.6 14.3 253 43.39 31.72 0.7 
Mid 13.3 13.5 254 45.14 2.85 0.1 
Bear 14.2 14.1 255 43.53 0.61 0.0 
Head-Mid 12.6 32.6 256 40.35 0.10 0.0 
Head-Rear 14.1 14.3 255 45.66 1.11 0.0 
Mid-Ee&r 13.2 12.4 255 43.10 35.70 0.8 
Wjole-Body 11,3 10.9 245 42.70 8.42 0.2 
m ione u.o 14.5 251 45.78 16.57 0.4 
Head 14.2 13.6 255 44.38 22.24 0.5 
Mid 13.5 12.2 253 46.02 103.51 2.3 
Bear 13.6 13.6 256 44.26 0,20 0.0 
Head-Mid 11.5 11.9 253 41.98 7.82 0.2 
Head-Eear 13.4 13.3 256 43.79 1.97 0.0 
Mid»Rear 11.4 22.1 260 42.71 32.64 0.8 
Wkole»lod^ Q,2 7.4 US 25.37 27.90 1.1 
6W None 13.9 13.9 266 45.65 0,01 0.0 
Head 14,0 13.6 277 44.33 12.12 0.0 
Mid 12.6 12.7 267 44.85 0.27 0.1 
fiear 14.6 14.7 272 44.53 1.30 0.0 
Head-Mid 11.7 11.7 250 40.02 0.01 0.0 
Mead-Bear 13.8 13.4 271 44.19 12.59 0.3 
Mi#-E®ar 13.3 12.6 224 43.23 33.86 0.8 
Uhole-Bodj 5.7 4.0 6 3.56 4.17 1.2 
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the previous X-ray test as shown by the percent survival and 
length of survival. 
Sable 5 shows that the sex of the mouse did not influence 
its chance to survive the typhoid infection. The severity of 
the disease was sufficient, over 60 percent mortality, to make 
a desirable test for sex effects. To the few animals surviv­
ing the whole body exposure to 6^  r, the typhoid infection was 
completely lethal - 0 percent survived. 
fable 6 shows that the mean survival times of the mice 
through 21 days following infection were shortened. After 
whole body 6^  r exposure the infection reduced the mean sur­
vival to 5»3 days, one-fourth the 21 day period of observation. 
No sex differences in natural resistance to the typhoid or­
ganisms appeared in any of the treatment groups. The data for 
the sexes will consequently be combined in the further analyses 
of the effects of total and regional body irradiation on resis­
tance to mouse typhoid. 
Mice that survived the X-ray treatment and the subsequent 
inoculation of virulent S. tvphimuriumy IIC, were challenged at 
21 days post inoculation or 36 days post irradiation. The 
challenge dose of jamMiaElSffl, 11G| was one hundred times 
that of the initial infective dose. The mice were observed for 
21 days following the challenge inoculation. The mice avail­
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able for challenge were reduced to nearly one-fourth the 
original number due to the stresses included by previous x-ray 
irradiation and typhoid disease. The surviving mice left for 
challenge represented only the most resistant fraction of the 
initial animals. Table 7 gives the sex differences in sur­
vival of the challenged mice distributed over 2^  treatment 
groups. "Rie few animals which survived 6^ 0 r to the whole 
body died from the initial typhoid infection. There were no 
animals left in this group to be challenged. 
From Table 7 it is evident that resistance or immunity 
acquired through contact with mouse typhoid had more than 
doubled the survival percentages of each sex. The sexes were 
also comparable in this response. Only one treatment group 
320 r with no exposed regions had a significant sex differ­
ence at the 0,0? level. In like tests one of the 2h groups 
can be expected to be significant at the 0.05 level by chance 
alone. The mean survival times of those exposed to the 
challenge test had also increased as shown in Table 8. 
The results as showi in Tables 7 and 8 point to comparable 
reactions of the males and females in the development of ac­
quired immunity to mouse typhoid. In all further analyses of 
the data the sexes have been combined. 
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Table 7 
Effect of Sex on Acquired Resistance to Mouse Typhoid 
Per Cent Stirvival in 21 Days 
Variance Analcyees 
Dose Regim Mean Per Cent Within Sex Between Sex 
(r) Sxposed Survived 1 d.f. 
Male Female d.f. M.S. M.S. F 
0 Hone 96 95 107 .045 .003 0.1 
320 None 92 100 85 .033 .133 4.1* 
Head 97 89 81 .067 .160 2.4 
Mid 87 93 77 .093 .067 0.7 
Bear 82 93 87 .108 .267 2.5 
Head-Mid 94 85 62 .099 .121 1.2 
Head-Bear 91 96 91 .061 .058 1.0 
Mid-Rear 90 90 68 .093 .001 0.0 
Wiole-Body 88 50 .086 .019 0.2 
480 Hone 95 100 86 .022 .050 2.2 
Head 82 90 83 .123 .128 1.0 
Mid 87 91 70 .101 .025 0.2 
Rear 91 90 80 .090 .002 0.0 
Head-Mid 05 93 54 .098 .088 0.9 
Head-Eear 92 90 77 .083 .015 0.2 
Mid-Rear 100 97 60 .016 .015 0.9 
Whole-Body 67 75 8 .260 .017 0.1 
640 Mone 93 91 91 .071 .009 0.1 
Head 94 90 87 .074 .033 0.5 
Mid 94 87 72 .087 .107 1.2 
Bear 86 93 107 .099 .071 0.7 
Head-Mid 84 82 51 .146 .005 0.0 
Head-Eear m 89 84 .105 .006 0.1 
Mid-Eear 87 100 55 .063 .235 3.7 
Iftiole-Body Mo animals aunrived to be challenged 
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Table 6 
Effect of Sex on Acquired Resistance to Mouse Typhoid 
Mean Day Survived in 22 Days 
Variance Analyses 
Dose legion Mean Days Within Sex Between Sex ( r )  £3<^osed Survived 1 d.f. 
Male Fenale d.f. M.S. M.S. P 
0 Hone 21.6 21.2 107 8.42 5.57 0.7 
320 None 20.8 22.0 85 7.09 28.07 4.1* 
Head 21.5 20.3 81 16.37 28.39 1.7 
Mid 20.0 21.1 77 21.21 23.68 1.1 
Rear 20.0 21.0 87 18.56 25.33 1.4 
Head-ma 20.S 19.S 62 25.16 17.65 0.7 
Head-E®ar 20.9 21.4 91 10.35 4.35 0.4 
Mid-Rear 20.6 20.7 63 18.47 0.13 0.0 
Wiole-Body 19.5 20.6 50 28.18 14.02 0.5 
mo lone 21.3 22.0 86 5.01 11.20 2.2 
Head 19.9 20.7 83 24.30 24.60 1.0 
Mid 20.6 20.8 70 U.83 0.74 0.1 
Bear 20.9 20.7 80 16.60 1.13 0.1 
Head-Mid 21.1 21.3 54 16.33 2.06 0.1 
Head-Eear 21.7 20.6 77 11.14 25.44 2.3 
Mid-Eear 22.0 21,5 60 4.67 4.37 0.9 
Mhole-Bodar 19.2 19.2 8 23.82 0.02 0.0 
640 Hone 21.0 20.8 91 16.25 1.27 0.1 
Head 20*9 21.1 87 15.28 0.73 0.1 
Mid 21.4 20.2 72 16.18 23.36 1.4 
Rear 20.3 20.8 107 19.39 6.75 0.3 
Head-Mid 20,0 20.0 51 23.45 0,08 0.0 
Hea:d-Eeai' 20.6 20.3 84 21.65 1.10 0.1 
lid-Bear 20.4 22.0 55 13.64 36.79 2.7 
Whole-Body Mo anifflals survived to be challenged 
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Genetic Effects of Strains 
,Qn gg,§p«s§ 
The mice utilized in this experiment were known to ex­
hibit differences in their abilities to withstand radiation. 
Iftiese differences have become isolated into different strains. 
"Hi© data on the genetic effects on resistance to radiation as 
evidenced by different strains within a treatment are presented 
in fable 9« 
Five treatments displayed strain effects on X-ray sensi­
tivity (Table 9)« These exposures were: whole body at 320 r 
and ^ 80 r and mid, head-mid and mid-rear regions at 6H0 r. 
Examination of the mean strain survivals indicates that these 
differences came largely from the high susceptibility of the 
Ba strain (Figure 1). All strains were affected by the whole 
body exposures, and the severity increased with dose. At 6^  r 
the effects were so severe as to have overreached strain dif­
ferences as judged by the F test, even though the strains still 
retained their relative order of resistance. 
Figure 1 shows that strain differences were separated 
most clearly when the animals were exposed to the 6^  r. 
IJiese strain differences appeared in all treatments. The *+80 r 
treated mice showed the strain effects only in the whole body 
irradiated class. The 320 r treated groups were at the border 
line where a reduction in survival was only beginning to appear 
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Table 9 
Genetic Effect® of Strain Differences on Radiation Sensitivity 
Per Cent Survived 15 Day® Post Irradiation 
VariancQ Analyses 
Dose legion Strains Within Strains Between Strains 
(r) Bsgposed Per Cent Survive 4 d.f, 
S 2 K Q Ba d.f. M.S. M.S. P 
0 Non® 100 100 100 100 100 286 
320 Ion® 100 98 100 100 100 263 .004 0.004 1.1 
Head 100 100 100 100 100 267 ... 
Mid 100 100 100 100 98 264 .004 0.004 1.0 
Rear 100 100 100 100 100 265 ... — 
Head-Mid 100 100 98 100 100 267 .004 0.004 1.0 
Head-Bear 100 100 100 100 100 264 ... ~-
Mid-H@ar 100 100 100 100 97 265 .007 0.014 1.9^ 
Whole-Body 98 100 94 100 90 268 .034 0.107 3.2* 
480 None 100 100 96 100 98 254 .011 0.015 1.3 
Head 100 100 100 100 100 255 
Mid 9a 100 98 98 97 266 .018 0.008 0.5 
Rear 100 100 100 100 100 262 .. 
Head-Mid 100 98 100 100 100 260 .004 0.004 1.0 
Head'-^ear 100 100 100 100 100 266 
md-Eear 100 100 100 100 97 273 .007 0.013 
1fl!hole-Body 79 75 54 66 31 281 .213 2.116 9.9"** 
640 Hone 100 100 100 100 100 276 .. 
Head 98 100 100 98 98 292 .010 0.005 0.5 
Mid 100 100 95 100 92 283 .026 0.082 3.1* 
Bear 100 100 100 100 98 286 .003 0.003 1.0 
Head-Mid 98 98 96 100 75 281 .054 0.633 11.7** 
Head-lear 100 100 98 98 98 283 .010 0.006 0.5 
Mid-Eear 92 96 71 98 49 284 .124 2.624 21.1** 
Whole-Body 11 4 4 6 0 268 .045 0.085 1.9 
Figure 1, Relation between X-ray treatment to different body regions and 
survival of five strains of laice, 15 days post irradiation. 
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in the -fertiole body treated mice of the most susceptible strain, 
fh© whole body ^ 80 r irradiations ordered the strains for re­
sistance 5 the S was most resistant and was followed in order 
by the Z, Q, K and the most susceptible Ba. 
hi. the 6^ 0 r dose range S, Z and Q strains were not very 
different In their responses. The Ba strain again showed the 
greatest radiation sensitivity with the K strain somewhat less 
sensitive than the Ba and noticeably less resistant than the 
other three strains. 
mean days of survival for the 15 day interval follow­
ing irradiation and the analyses of the strain differences are 
presented in fable 10. 
Table 10 confirms the major features of Table 9* Strain 
differences in resistance to irradiation were brought out in 
the ^ -80 r whole body treatment and with 6^ 0 r exposure when the 
mid, head-mid, mid-rear and whole body were treated. The sig­
nificance tests identify a difference in radiation effects 
which made the two measures, percent survival and length of 
survival, desirable. The 320 r whole body exposure was suffi­
cient to make the strain differences in percent survival signi­
ficant, ^ ereas the mean length of survival did not show such 
differences. The mice that died, died late in the 1^  day ob­
servation period. Following 6^ 0 r to the whole body exposure, 
the mice showed only an insignificant difference in strain 
survivals even though all survival values were markedly 
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Table 10 
Senetic Effects of Strain Differences on Radiation Sensitivity 
Mean Days Survived in 15 Days 
Variance Analyses 
Dose Begion Strains Within Strains Between Strains 
(r) Exj>os0d Mean Days Survived 4 d.f. 
S Z K Q Ba d.f. M.S. M.S. P 
0 None 15.0 vn
 
•
 O 15.0 15.0 15.0 286 — — 
320 None 15.0 14.9 15.0 15.0 15.0 263 0.06 0.07 1.1 
Head 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 267 mmmt — 
Mid 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 264 0.00 0.00 1.0 
Rear 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 265 — — 
Head-Mid 15.0 15.0 14.9 15.0 15.0 267 0.06 0.06 1.0 
Head-Rear 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 264 — 
Mid-Rear 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 U.8 265 0.15 0.28 1.9 
Ififhole-Body 14.t 15.0 14.9 15.0 14.5 268 1.41 2.30 1.6 
480 None 15.0 15.0 14.S 15.0 15.0 254 0.29 0.52 1.8 
Head 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 255 — 
Mid 14.9 15.0 14.8 15.0 14.7 266 1.20 0.91 0.8 
Rear 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 262 
Head-Mid 15.0 14.9 15.0 15.0 15.0 260 0.14 0.15 1.1 
Head-Sear 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 266 
Mid-Rear 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 14.7 273 0.52 0.84 1.6 
Whole-Body 14.4 14.2 13.4 14.2 12.2 281 4.44 45.52 10.3-»^ 
640 None 15.0 15.0 15,0 15.0 15.0 276 
Head U.9 15.0 15.0 14.9 14.9 292 0.38 0.20 0.5 
Mid 15.0 15.0 14.6 15.0 14.3 283 2.26 6.81 3.0» 
Rear 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 14.9 286 0.28 0,26 1.0 
Head-Mid U.9 i4.a 14. a 15.0 12.8 281 4.32 53.74 12.4** 
Head-Eear 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 283 0.06 0.03 0.5 
Mid-Rear 14.4 14.7 12.4 14.8 10.2 284 11.01 235.54 21.4** 
litoole-Body 10.6 10.4 8.8 10.4 5.4 268 5.72 265.42 46.4** 
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reduced, whereas in length of survival the strain differences 
were accentuated to give a highly significant F value. The 
other three treatments, the mid, head-mid and mid-rear regions, 
suggest the mid region as the most sensitive to radiation 
damage. 
I^ e mean days of survival of the five strains for the 25 
different treatments (Figure 2) showed somewhat less differen­
tiation in the reactions of the strains to X-irradiation than 
does Figure 1« the head-mid-rear exposure to 6^  r showed the 
widest separation between Ba and K and these from the other 
three, S, Z, and Q strains. The order of the strains in re­
sistance to radiation effects did not correspond to the order 
of these same strains in their natural resistance to mouse 
typhoid as noted in the next section. 
On natural resistance 
Sie strains of mice utilized in this experiment were known 
to be widely differentiated in resistance to mcuse typhoid, S. 
tvphimurium (Table 1). These differences were isolated through 
genetic techniques. The tests for natural resistance to mouse 
typhoid offer the complication that to be tested the mice must 
have lived through the X-ray treatments, a condition which also 
partially depends on genetic strain resistances. The known 
reactions of the strains to 200,000 IIC organisms offer further 
complications. For each strain interpretable data can only be 
Figure 2. Relation between X-ray treatasnts to different body regions 
and mean days survived over the 1$ day post irradiation period for five strains 
of mice. 
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obtained from animals inoculated within a particular range of 
bacterial dosages. Below a certain dose all mice live and no 
genetic effect on natural resistance will be observed. Above 
a certain level of dose no mice survive, again giving no in­
formation on innate resistance. Between these limits sus­
ceptible strains succumb to very low doses, as low as 20 
organisms, and the resistant strains may require 2,000,000 
or more bacteria to cause appreciable deaths. To partially 
overcome these difficulties and obtain analytical data, mice 
of strains S, Z, and K were inoculated with 200,000 organisms, 
Q with 2,000 and Ba with 200. Table 11 shows that these doses 
of I. tvphimurium were sufficient to severely test the natural 
resistances of the strains. In interpreting the data it 
should be remembered that the genetic differences in resistance 
even following X-irradiation were greater than shown in Tables 
11 and 12 because of the different levels of inoculation doses. 
The data of Table 11 show that for every treatment the 
strain differences in natural resistance were highly signifi­
cant. The mean survival values of the strains demonstrated 
the S strain to have the greatest genetic resistance, the Z 
and K strains next, the Q strain still less and the Ba strain 
nearly completely susceptible. From the survival percentages 
in this table and as shown in Figure 3 the effects of the X-
irradiation on subsequent resistance to mouse tyTphoid ap­
peared to have been largely overcome. The high resistance of 
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fable n 
Genetic Effects of Strains on Natiiral Eesistance to Mouse Typhoid 
Following Regional Body Radiation 
Per Cent Suridval 21 Days 
Variance Analyses 
Dose Region Strains Within Strains Between Strains 
(r) E^ xposed Per C®tit Survived 4 d.f. 
S Z K Q Ba d.f. M.S. M.S. P 
0 None 100 45 39 19 2 272 ,135 7.62 56.4«* 
320 lone 96 29 31 16 0 249 .119 6.86 57.5^ 
Head 100 22 37 10 0 250 .103 7.83 76.2** 
Kid 100 25 26 10 2 251 .102 7.71 75.6** 
Bear 96 35 30 15 4 252 .133 6.48 48.9R* 
Head-Mid 94 15 22 6 2 253 .090 7.18 79.8** 
•Head-Rear 100 36 17 24 2 252 .115 7.71 66.8** 
Mid-Rear 96 14 19 4 4 252 .079 7.97 100.6** 
Whole-Body 76 18 6 6 4 242 .099 4.67 46.9** 
480 None 9S 39 22 19 0 248 .120 7.12 59.3** 
Head 100 30 23 17 2 252 .114 7.26 63.5** 
Mid 100 12 19 17 0 250 .083 8.13 97.4** 
Rear 9a 26 17 23 0 253 .108 7.41 68.6** 
Head-Mid 90 2 n 10 2 250 .065 7.26 111.3** 
Head»lear 98 19 28 32 0 253 .099 7.71 78.7** 
ItLd-Rear 96 6 13 9 0 257 .060 8.37 139.9** 
Iftiole-Body 27 0 0 0 0 145t — — — 
6¥> Nom 96 38 29 13 0 263 .121 7.40 61.3** 
Head 100 23 27 16 4 274 .114 7.89 69.5** 
Mid 89 10 27 17 0 264 .107 6.78 63.3** 
Eear 98 33 40 25 2 269 .uo 7.03 50.2** 
Head-Mid 83 12 4 2 0 247 »0(ik 6.68 105»0** 
Head-Rear 93 32 21 14 2 268 .121 7.07 58.5** 
Mid-Rear 85 11 15 10 0 2ai .098 5.81 59.1** 
Miole-Body 0 0 0 0 - 4t — — — 
tnot calculated because of zero survival in strains. 
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Tabl© 12 
Q®a®tie Effects of Strain Differences on Matiiral Resistance to 
Mouse Typhoid Following Regional Body Radiation 
Mean 0ays Survived in 21 Day Peri.od 
Variance Analyses 
Do3@ Eegioa Strains Within Strains Bet'ween Strains 
(r) Exposed Mean Days Survived 4 d.f, 
S Z K Q Ba d.f. M.S. M.S. P 
320 
4gO 
Non© 22.0 16.5 14.1 13.9 8.6 272 25.44 1308 51.4** 
Mon« 21.5 14.7 11.9 12.7 7.9 249 26.44 1277 48.3** 
Head 22.0 12. i 13.4 13.7 7.9 250 23.33 1294 55.5** 
Mid 22.0 12.6 12.0 12.4 7.8 251 23.75 1377 58.0** 
Rear 21.4 14.9 3j2.6 13.3 8.4 252 25.58 1164 45.5** 
Head-Mid 21.1 11.3 11.7 11.5 7.8 253 21.26 1238 58.2** 
Head-Rear 22.0 14.7 11.2 14.1 8.3 252 24.27 1382 57.0** 
Mid-Rear 21.6 11.5 11.7 10.7 8.0 252 21.58 1397 64.7** 
Who3«-Body 19.5 lO.g 7.7 10.1 7.0 242 23.08 1221 52.9** 
None 21.7 15.4 11.4 14.3 8.2 248 25.64 1288 50.2** 
Head 22.0 U.6 11.6 13.4 7.9 252 23.47 1356 57.8** 
Mid 22.0 11.7 10.5 12.7 6.9 250 21.62 1585 73.3** 
Bear 21.7 U.2 10.2 U.l 7.6 253 21.54 U70 68.3** 
Head-Mid 21.2 a.5 9.7 11.5 7.3 250 17.42 1568 90.0** 
Head-Sear 21.7 12.7 12.2 12.0 7.9 253 23.37 1325 56.7** 
Mid-fiear 21.7 9.4 9.8 10.5 7.3 257 17.19 1680 97.7** 
¥hol®-Body 12.1 6.4 5.5 6.7 5.3 145 18.57 272 14.7** 
None 21.5 15.7 11.9 13.6 7.1 263 23.59 1485 63.0** 
Head 22.0 14.0 11.9 13.1 8.2 274 24.36 1404 57.7** 
Mid 21.3 10.4 n.7 12.1 7.5 264 23.18 1464 63.2** 
Bear 21.8 14.6 13.0 14.5 9.0 269 27.46 1181 43.0** 
Head-4ttd 20.4 lO.S 9.4 9.8 6.6 247 17.92 1395 77.8** 
Head-Rear 21.2 U.3 11.9 12.4 7.7 268 24.74 1339 54.1** 
Mid-Rear 2o.a 11.1 10.2 11.6 7.9 221 23.04 1156 50.2** 
ItTiole-Body 5.6 6.0 4.0 4.0 4 5.30 It 0.3 
t3 df - No Ba aice tested. 
Figure 3* Relation between typhoid survival and previous regional body 
X-irradiations for five strains of mice. 
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the S mice appeared to have been lowered somewhat as the X-ray 
dose increased. In the other strains the susceptibility to 
blocked out any apparent effects of the previous 
X-ray treatments involving some body coverage. However, a 
general effect was indicated when the control or 0 r treatment 
mice were compared in resistance to any of the other treatment 
groups. The more severe X-ray treatments, those of whole body 
exposure to 320 r, ^80 r and 6^  r, demonstrated the effects 
of previous irradiation on natural resistance to disease. 
Table 12 considers these data in terms of mean length of 
survival in the disease interval following typhoid inoculation 
or between day 15 and 36 post irradiation. The length of sur­
vival over this 21 day period following infection measures the 
rapidity with which the disease overcomes its host. Table 12 
shows that the X-ray effects on the subsequent pattern of the 
typhoid disease were confined largely to whole body irradia­
tions for the 320, and 6^  r dosages. In the S strain 
reduction in length of survival from disease was pronounced. 
The S mice receiving 0 r lived 22 days, 320 r - I9.5 days, 
U^ BO r - 12.1 days and 6^  t - $,6 days. The other strains 
paralleled these results but in a narrower range. 
Table 12 and Figure h as in Table 11 and Figure 3 indi­
cate that exposures of the mid region to X-irradiation had a 
marked effect on lowering the natural resistance of each strain. 
The strain differences in length of survival were all 
Figure Relation ttetween mean days survived mouse typhoid and 
previous X-irradiations to different Isody regions for five strains of mice. 
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pronounced even though the infective doses of S. tvphimurium 
had been adjusted to the known susceptibilities of the strains. 
The S mice were clearly the most resistant| the Z and K mice 
next; followed by Q and Ba. 
!ftie degrees of freedom for whole body 6^  r irradiation 
were reduced by the fact that no mice of the Ba strain sur­
vived for typhoid testing. Table 8 showed that the whole body 
exposure to 6ho r eliminated all but eight of the mice: five 
of the S strain, one Z, one K and one Q. These eight mice all 
died in the typhoid test, !rhe 6ho v whole body exposure was 
of no value in the test for strain differences. 
The Ba strain suffered so severely from the X-ray and 
typhoid treatments that only 15 out of the lU'59 originally 
treated were left for the challenge test. These 15 mice were 
distributed irregularly in 11 treatments out of the 2^ -. As 
challenge tests on so few mice contributed almost nothing to 
ttie data, they were omitted from the analyses on acquired resis­
tance . 
Our previous studies on ability to acquire immunity have 
shown that these strains differ widely. The S strain develops 
the greatest immunity# The Z and K strains follow the S in 
that order. The Q strain should be a poorer immunizer than 
the S, 2 and 1. To obtain data of analytical value for the 
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problems in hand, challenge doses of 20,000,000 live organisms 
were administered to the S, Z and K mice and 200,000 to the Q 
miee. 
The degree of immunity acquired by previous contact with 
the disease was measured by survival over the 21 days following 
challenge, The strain differences as shown in Tables 13 and 1^  
were less than if the four strains had been challenged with the 
same dose and these differences were still less than if it were 
possible to include the Ba mice. Table 13 presents the per­
centage that survived 21 days following the challenge inocula­
tions . 
The number of mice in the strain treatment groups avail­
able for assaying the immunity developed were quite variable. 
The S strain furnished the largest proportion of mice in all 
comparisons, and was in fact the only strain for which the data 
were adequate. Ifeis fact should be kept in mind even though 
disproportionate frequency analyses were used. 
Almost all of the comparisons showed distinct strain dif­
ferences in the capacity to acquire resistance following an 
attack of the typhoid disease. In the control, 0 r, the Z, 
K and Q strains had been considerably reduced in numbers by 
their initial contact with the disease, but those surviving 
this first contact were well protected from the challenge in­
fection by the immunity they had developed. The S strain was 
completely protected against 20,000,000 organisms. The other 
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Table 13 
Genetic Effects of Strains on Acquired Resistance to Mouse Typhoid 
Following Hegioi^ Body Sadiation 
P©r Gent Survived 21 Dsgrs 
Variance Analyses 
Dose Eegion Strains Within Strains Between Strains 
it) Exposed Per Gent Survived 3 d.f. 
S Z I Q d.f. , M.S. M.S. F 
0 None 100 91 90 90 105 .043 .078 1.8 
320 None 100 86 100 88 83 .031 .102 3.3* 
Head 100 90 72 100 79 .057 .352 6.2«» 
Mid 9a 80 83 40 74 .073 .578 8.0** 
Eear 96 76 100 43 83 .081 .720 8.9** 
Head-Mid 100 100 44 50 59 .046 .902 19.6«« 
Head-Se&r 100 89 100 67 88 .051 .388 7.7** 
Mid-Eear n 83 78 50 64 .061 .254 4.2** 
Whole-Body 95 88 50 50 46 .082 .243 3.0* 
ISO None 100 95 100 88 84 .022 .044 2.0 
Head 98 79 67 63 80 .098 .560 5.7** 
Mid 96 67 67 86 68 .090 .334 3.7* 
Eear 94 85 100 75 78 .087 .151 1.7 
Head-Mid 96 100 50 100 51 .067 .378 5.7*»fr 
Head-fiear 100 78 79 60 75 .068 .422 6.2** 
md-Rear 100 100 100 80 58 .014 .061 4.4** 
Whole-Body 70 
— — 
— 
640 Hone 100 85 93 50 89 .056 .497 8.9** 
Head 98 100 86 57 83 .053 .392 7.4** 
Mid 92 100 92 75 70 .087 .083 1.0 
Eear 96 89 91 62 104 .083 .427 5.2** 
Head-Mid 89 20 100 100 49 .107 .742 6.9** 
Head-Eear 96 94 44 86 81 .072 .702 9.8«* 
md-Eear 98 80 100 60 53 .056 .247 4.4** 
Whole-Body 
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Table 14 
Genetic Effects of Strain Differences on Acqiiired Resistance to 
Mouse Typhoid Following Regional Body Radiation 
Mean Days Sujrvived in 21 Day Period 
Variance Analyses 
Dos® Region Strains Within Strains iSetWen Strains 
(r) Exposed Mean Day® Survived 3 d.f. 
3 Z K Q d.f. M.S. M.S. F 
320 
m 
m 
Mon@ 22,0 20.5 
o
 • 
r-
4 
20.9 105 8.22 14.47 1.8 
Hone 22.0 20.1 22.0 19.9 83 6.82 21.98 3.2* 
Head 22.0 20.1 17.9 22.0 79 14.23 76.73 5.4** 
Mid 22.0 19.0 19.8 11.6 74 15.15 177.89 11.7** 
Rear 21.4 19.5 22.0 15.3 83 13.48 92.27 6.8** 
Head-md 22.0 22.0 13.8 12.5 59 12.17 217.22 17.9** 
Head-Rear 22.0 20.9 22.0 17.2 88 8.15 76.01 9.3** 
Itid-Sear 21.8 19.5 18.8 15.5 64 10.72 51.52 4.8** 
Wi»le-iody 21.3 19.6 13.5 20.2 46 17.19 42.76 2.5 
lone 22.0 21.2 22.0 20.2 84 4.93 9.25 1.9 
Head a.8 19.6 18,1 15.9 80 18.50 109.87 5.9** 
MM 21.6 19.0 17.6 20.1 68 13.14 48.49 3.7* 
Rear 21.4 19.2 22.0 19.8 78 16.13 23.49 1.5 
Head-Mid 21.i 22.0 16.5 22.0 51 8.04 49.66 6.2«* 
Head-Rear 22.0 19.1 20.5 18.2 75 10.12 41.22 4,1** 
Mid-Rear 22,0 22.0 22.0 18.6 58 3.99 17.71 4.4** 
Whole-Body 19.2 — —• •— 
None 22.0 20.0 21.1 13.7 89 12.18 131.90 10.8** 
Head 21,8 22.0 20.7 16.0 83 9.85 73.13 7.4** 
Mid 21.1 22.0 20.6 18.1 70 15.97 23.53 1.5 
Rear 21.8 20.6 20.9 16.2 104 U.33 111.24 7.8** 
Head-Mid 20.9 10.6 22.0 22.0 49 14.38 163.72 11.4** 
Head-Rear 21.5 20.9 14.9 20.6 81 15.27 145.64 9.5** 
Mid-Rear 21.7 18.2 22.0 18.2 53 12.89 34.58 2.7 
Whole-Body — 
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treatment mice showed much enhanced immunity when challenged 
by an inoculation 100 times that of the initial infective dose. 
Comparisons of the strain graphs in Figure 5 show that 
the earlier X-ray treatment had little or no effect on ac­
quired resistance. By the time the mice were challenged, 36 
days post irradiation, any effects of the irradiation had been 
largely overcome, fable iH- presents the analyses of the 
lengths of survival in the 21 day period of observation follow­
ing the challenge inoculation as related to the differences in 
innate strain resistance. 
Table 1^  confirms the conclusions drawn from Table 13. 
The severity of the challenge injection had been greatly les­
sened by the increased resistance of the mice of all strains. 
Strain differences were evident in nearly all the groups. The 
earlier X-ray exposures were of small consequence to the resis­
tance acquired from contact with the active disease. 
Although the challenge dosages were 100 times greater 
than the initial S, tvnhimurium inoculation the survival values 
of the S strain to challenge was about the same as for the 
Initial Infection. viabilities of the other three strains 
were much improved through the actively acquired immunity. 
Hiese results correspond with the fact that strain S is highly 
resistant to §, tvphimurium and consequently has less to gain 
in acquired immunity than the other strains. 
Strain influence on survival was evident in the measure-
! 
Figure 5- Relation between survival after challenge with Salaeaaella 
tVDhiiauriiim and previous regional body X-irradiations, four strains of 
mice. 
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ments of each succeeding stress, X-rays, first contact with 
tvphimurium and in developing acquired immunity to this 
disease. In consequence the part played by irradiation will 
be separated from that due to strains in the following analy­
ses. 
Regional Effects of Irradiations and Genotypes 
On radiation response 
Three elements were operating on the survival of the mice 
in this experiment, dosage of the X-rays, the region of the 
body exposed to X-rays and genotype as represented by strain 
of mice under treatment. Table 15 measures these effects first 
in terms of the mice surviving for 15 days following irradia­
tion and second, the lower half of the table, in terms of mean 
length of survival within the 15 day period. 
The data of Table 15 are presented for the body regions 
exposed, eight different categories in all. Of the eight 
groups four have not been analyzed as the deaths within these 
groups were few and scattered. The class listed as "none" in 
the table included the four different control groups. The 0 r 
group received no exposure? the other three groups were com­
pletely covered with 1/8 inch lead and then placed under the 
X-ray machine. Doses equal to 320 r, ^ 80 r and 6^ 0 r were 
delivered to the upper surface of the lead. In the following 
Table 15 
Effects of X-ray Dosage to Different Body Eegicais on Siirvl^ral 
15 Days After Irradiation 
fariaaice Analyses 
Regicm Doses Strains Dose X Strain Within Dose 
&8qposed 3 d.f. 4 d.f. 12 d.f. and Strain 
M.S. P M.S. P M.S. F d.f. M.S. 
Percentage survi-^l for 15 days post iriadiatitm 
Hone Ho analysis — Practically all sw^red 
Head li R n H 11 
Mid »om 3.9«* .Okh 3.6«« .017 1.4 1099 .012 
Eear Mo analysis — Practically all surviired 
Head-Mid .291 18.6«* .156 10.0*» .162 10.3** 1094 .016 
Head-Sear No analysis — Practically all sw^ved 
Mid-Eear 2.66 75.3*« .873 24.7** .593 16.8** 1108 .035 
Whole-Body 54*00 734.9«* .869 11.8** .480 6.5** 1104 .074 
Mean days survived in 15 day post irjradiaticm iseritxi 
Mone Sfo analysis — Practically all sunrivBd 
Head MM R n H 
Mid 4.08 4.7«« 3.27 3.7«* 1.49 1.7 1099 .88 
Rear No analysis — Practically all survived 
1.16 Head-Mid 22.12 19.1** 13.56 11.7«* 13.46 11.6** 1094 
Head-Rear No analysis — Practically all survived 
Mid-Rear 220.15 73.7** 72.83 28.4** 54.61 18.3** 1108 2.99 
Whole-Bo^ 2078.36 726.7** 131.31 45.9** 60.64 21.2** 1104 2.86 
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analyses all comparisons were made with the imirradiated group 
only, 0 r exposure. 
The variance analyses were divided into four elements: 
X-ray doses, strains, interaction of dose and strain and vari­
ances between mice within strain and dose. 
®ie four exposure treatments showing any effects from X-
irradiation involved the mid region. When the mid region only 
was exposed to X-rays, differences in dosage and in strains 
were evident and of equal significance. The dosage x strain 
interaction was minor. Interaction between dosage x strain 
was a factor in survival when radiations were absorbed in the 
head-mid portion of the body. Both dosage and strain effects 
were large, with the dosage effects nearly double those of the 
strains. The interaction, however, was as large as the strain 
effects, indicating that the strains reacted differently to the 
different exposures. 
X-rays to the rear two-thirds of the body gave even more 
noticeable effects. The effects of the dosages were markedly 
greater than the strain differences and the strain effects 
shovmd more than random deaths. The whole body irradiations, 
those involving the head, mid and rear regions, were more 
severe than those of other treatments. The X-ray effects were 
so pronounced at the 6ko r level (Table 9) that they over­
shadowed the strain differences. The strain effects were 
clearer in the ^ 80 r and 320 r whole body treatment groups. 
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fhe data on length of survival within the 15 day interval 
following irradiation show essentially the same features as 
those for survival. Irradiation to the head-mid portion of 
the body was not as effective as that to the mid-rear portion, 
but both showed more change than when the X-rays were directed 
to the mid region alone. The mid region was sensitive but 
added irradiation to the rear or head regions increased the 
sensitivity* Irradiation to all regions leaves the body with 
no unexposed tissue. Under these conditions the survival 
values were materially reduced over those of all other types 
of treatment. 
Table 16 presents the analyses of the observations on 
survival in the 21 day interval following typhoid infection, as 
affected by the previous X-ray exposures and genetic dif­
ferences of the strains. 
The features of main significance in this table are the 
large strain effects on resistance to typhoid in the mice. 
The previous exposure to X-lrradiation Influenced natural re­
sistance to typhoid to a much smaller degree than the inherent 
levels of resistance of the mice. The regions exposed and the 
levels of exposure were important. X-rays absorbed in the head 
region or the rear region had distinctly less significant in­
fluence on survival and length of survival following infection 
Table l6 
Effects of Z-TB-j Dosage to Different Begions on 
Mattiral Eesistance to Mwise TyjAoid 
?ariane© Analyses 
Region 
Exposed Doses Stj^im Doae x Strain Within Dos® 
3 d.f. 4 d.f. 12 d.f. and Strain 
M.S. F M.S. F M.S. P d.f. M.S. 
fercmtam survival 21 d; ays after infection 
M<ai® .2a 2.3 28.7S 231.9** .07 0.6 1032 .124 
Head .39 3.3» 30.11 257.4** .16 1.4 xm .117 
Mid .89 8.2*« 29.34 27i.7#» .30 2.8** 1037 .108 
Rear .40 3.1« 28»0h 216.9** .17 1.3 1046 .129 
Head-4ttd 2.24 25.2«» 27.61 330.2** .41 4.6** 1022 .089 
Head-fiear .51 4.3«« 29.49 249.9** .21 1.8* 1045 .118 
Mid-Eear 1.53 16.3«« 2a.69 305.2** .36 3.9** i<m 
Whol«»Bo<fy Ho strains survived QtO r and csily S strain 480 r. Ho analysis. 
Mean dsers survival in 21 day pericrf after infection 
Hone 91.3 3.6* 5292. 209.6** 21.9 0.9 1032 25.3 
Head 95.3 3.9»* 5272. 217.9** 30.4 1.3 1048 24.2 
Mid 327.7 13.9** 5555. 236.4** 60.1 2.6** 1037 23.5 
Rear 103.7 4.1«* 5029. 200.7** 31.5 1.3 1046 25.1 
Head-Mid 6S6.4 33.3** 5208. 252.8** 100.5 4.9** 1022 20.6 
Head-Rear 153.4 6.3«« 5256. 214.5** 32.9 1.3 1045 24.5 
Mid-Rear 520.0 23.9«* 5276. 242.0*» 88.6 4.1** 1002 21.8 
Whole-Boc^"*" 2109.6 94.4«* 1947. 87.2*« 293.1 13.1** 663 22.3 
11 d.f, for Dosage x Strain interaction, one cell abs«it (Ba - 640 r) 
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than similar dosages to the mid region of the body. Exposure 
of th® head plus rear regions had little more effect than 
either region alone and less than on the mid region. The 
significant dosage effect in the "none" class, the groups ir­
radiated through the lead shielding, was not due to increasing 
X-ray dosage hut to irregularities in behavior of 320 r group. 
Interactions between doses and strains were evident only 
for the more severe treatment classes. The X-lrradiation of 
6^  r to the whole body had reduced the number of all strains 
for typhoid testing. The Ba strain was eliminated by this 
treatraent and consequently was not available for typhoid test­
ing. Ho animals of any strains receiving 6^  r whole body 
irradiation survived typhoid. After the whole body was exposed 
to ^ 80 r only S mice recovered from typhoid. No analysis was 
mad© for this class because of the many 0 percent survivals. 
The data for days the mice survived typhoid gave better 
comparisons than those for total survival. The detrimental 
effects of the irradiations on the resistances of the animals 
to disease were clarified. Whole body irradiations followed 
by irradiation to the head-mid region were most detrimental. 
Strain differences became slightly less pronounced as more of 
the variation was partitioned to that due to the previous 
X~radiatlon. 
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On acquired immmiitv 
fable 17 measures the abilities of the mice surviving the 
X-ray and typhoid treatments to acquire immunity sufficient 
for protection against further attacks of this disease. The 
data cover only four of the original strains of mice, since 
the susceptible Ba mice had so few survivors left for the chal­
lenge tests. ®ie challenge inoculations had been adjusted for 
the known strain difference in ability to acquire immunity to 
this disease. The S, Z and K strain received 20,000,000 
organisms and the Q strain 200,000 organisms of S, tvphimuriumT 
lie. 
The number of mice surviving for challenging had been 
greatly reduced by the two previous treatments particularly in 
the Z, K and Q strains. Only eight mice had survived the 
typhoid test following X-irradlatlon to the head-mid-rear re­
gions so no analyses were made. As shown in Tables 13 and iM-
the resistance levels of the strains had been increased by 
contact with the disease. Table 17 shows that the previous X-
ray exposures had little effect on the abilities of the mice to 
acquire active Immimlty. There was more effect of the interac­
tion of strains and X-ray dosage than of X-ray dosage alone. 
genetic differences of the mice portrayed by strain dif­
ferences materially affected the abilities of the mice to 
acquire active resistance by contact with the disease. Regions 
Table 17 
Iffects of X~ra7 Dosage to Different Bot^ HegioBs of fmr Strains 
of Mlc® <aj lOTunity 4eqair«d irm Contact *ith 
Mcmse Tjpkold 
?arianee Analyses 
Region Doses Strains Dose X Strain M.thin Dose 
Exposed 3 d.f. 1 3 d,f. 1 9 d.f and Strain 
M.S. F M.S. F M.S. * P d.f. M.S. 
PercmtaEe siirrival for 21 dajs followiiig challenRe inoculation 
lone .045 1.6 .448 11.5^ .091 2.3* 361 .039 
Head .119 1.9 .905 14.7» .159 2.6«» 347 .062 
Mid 1.2 .500 7.2«« •I9I 2.7** 317 .070 
Bear .095 1.3 .m 13.5«» .134 1.9* 370 .072 
Head-Mid .1B4 3.0* .655 10.9«* .482 8.0** 264 .060 
Hoad-ftear ,066 1.1 .856 14.9^ .245 4.3** 349 .057 
Mid-Eear .045 1.0 .424 9.8** .074 1.7 280 .044 
Idhole-Body Mo analyses only 8 mice challenged 
Mean days i survival in 21 days f cdloidn^ challenee inoculation 
Mone 10.3 1.3 102.7 1J2.7*« 25.0 3.1** 361 8.1 
Head 20.3 1.6 163.2 13.1«* 37.0 3.0** 347 12.3 
Mid 12.8 1.0 123.4 9.8*« 47.0 3.7** 317 12.6 
Rear 12.0 0.9 163.2 12.8«* 26.1 2.0* 370 12.8 
Head-Hid 27.8 2.8* 136.2 13.3** 102.9 10.1** 264 10.2 
Head-^ear 9.5 0.9 115.9 11.3** 43.1 4.2** 349 10.3 
Mid-Rear 9.4 1.1 76.4 8.7«* 12.9 1.5 280 8.8 
Whole-Body Mo analyses only 8 aice challenged 
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of th© body previously exposed to X-irradiation did not affect 
the animals' abilities to respond to immunization. 
Quantitative Analyses 
of Heglonal Effects of X-ray Exposure 
Quantitative estimates of the relative sensitivities of 
the different body regions were obtained by relating the sur­
vival values within the X-ray dosages for the different treat­
ments. fhe basic theory was as follows. 
A factor common to mice of each strain was assumed to 
represent the natural resistance of the strain. This factor 
was considered as alone responsible for the survival values at­
tained by the miexposed control groups. It was common to mice 
of all groups before treatment and was in a sense the potential 
resistance of the strain against which the X-ray or other 
treatments operated to reduce viability. The factor was desig­
nated Irradiation to the head region, contributed a factor, 
li, to extend or reduce life* Its value depended upon the 
dosage of radiation to the head but within any one dosage its 
effect was regarded as a constant. In the same manner irradia­
tion effects to the mid region were regarded as due to a 
factor, a, and those to the rear region were considered due to 
a factor, £. Vfoen two regions were irradiated the effects of 
radiation were assumed to be additive, i.e. + a for total 
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effects of Irradiation to the head-mid regions. Any unexposed 
cells within the "body would contribute possibilities of con­
tinuing normal fiinctions. Even a small fraction of the cells 
having normal functions might be of vital importance to the 
mouse. In consequence it was assumed that when the whole body 
was irradiated there were effects above and beyond those of 
b a X* These effects were represented by The full ef­
fects of whole body irradiations were viewed as due to + a + 
X + 4" d factor measured the importance of even a fraction 
of the body cells being normal in function. A system of eight 
equations was available for the analysis of these effects as 
expressed in the eight regional body treatments. 
a = value of control, unexposed mice 
a •<- h ~ 
a + m = 
a + r = 
a + h + m =s 
a + h + r =5 
a + m 4- r = 
a  +  h - » - m + r  +  d  =  
The values for s, x and ^  were obtained from the 
system of five simultaneous equations derived from the above by 
the method of least squares. These simultaneous equations were 
presented below. The £ values in the equations were obtained 
as the sums of the observed values. Wherever a given factor 
« H II + head exposed 
tl II 11 + mid exposed 
II n It + rear exposed 
II II n 4. head and mid exposed 
It tt It + head and rear exposed 
It II It + mid and rear exposed 
1. II « + whole body 
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entered into the basic equations it contributed to the corres 
ponding £, i.e. P^ . = the sum of the constants for all eight, 
P2 = the sum of four equations where Ja entered, etc. 
Pi » 8 a H - ^ h  +  ^ m  + M- r + 1 d 
P2 s ^ a  +  M - h  +  2 m  + 2 r + 1 d 
P3 =  ^ a  +  2 h  +  ^ m  + 2 r + 1 d 
% = ^ a + 2h + 2m 4- r + 1 d 
P5 =  l a  +  l h  +  l i a  -H 1 r + 1 d 
general solution for each of the constants was as fol-
lows I 
a = 1/8 (5 Pi - 3 P2 - 3 P3 - 3 % + ^  P^ ) 
h = 1/8 (-3 Pi + ? Pg + 1 P3 + 1 Pl+ - ^  P^ ) 
m = 1/8 (-3 + 1 Pg + 5 P3 + 1 Pi^ - ^  P^) 
r = 1/8 (-3 Pi + 1 P2 + 1 P3 + 5 Plf - ^  P^ ) 
d = 1/2 (1 P^  ^ « 1 Pg - 1 P3 - 1 Pi4. + P^ ) 
The constants for the effects of irradiation, as measured 
by percentage survival, for different intensities to the dif­
ferent regions are shown in Table 18, The constants fitted the 
observations well as showi by the variations accounted for by 
taie five factors as against the residual variation left after 
the fits were made. 
As expected the severity of the effects of the X-rays to 
the different regions Increased as dosage increased. The 320 r 
dose was not severe enough to separate the effects of exposure 
to particular body regions. The whole body treatment even at 
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Tablo 18 
Effects of X-irradiation to Particular Body Regions on Percentage 
Survival of 5 Different Strains of Mice 
Constant Dose 
(r) 
S 
Strains 
Z K Q Ba Average 
a 320 
480 
640 
100 
99.55 
100.83 
100 
100.25 
100.69 
100.23 
99.54 
103.04 
100 
99.53 
100.03 
99.99 
99.54 
106.84 
100.04 
99.68 
102.29 
h 320 
480 
640 
0 
0.45 
.01 
0 
-0.75 
-0.25 
-0.68 
0.46 
2.96 
0 
0.47 
-0.92 
0.88 
1.29 
-1.51 
0.04 
0.38 
0.06 
m 320 
m 
640 
0 
-0.45 
-3.29 
0 
-0.75 
-2.07 
-0.68 
-0.46 
-13.40 
0 
-0.47 
-0.04 
-1.76 
-2.13 
-29.23 
-0.49 
-0.85 
-9.61 
V 320 
480 
640 
0 
0.45 
-2.47 
0 
0.25 
-1.13 
0.23 
0.46 
-9.91 
0 
0.47 
-0.98 
-0.87 
-0.37 
-14.63 
-0.13 
0.25 
-5.82 
d 320 
480 
640 
-1.75 
-21.05 
-84.37 
0 
-24.00 
-93.59 
-4.65 
-45.90 
••78.91 
0 
-34.48 
-92.53 
-8.41 
-67.30 
-61.46 
-2.96 
-38.55 
-82.17 
fariations in survival accounted for by the constants 
Dos® d.f. S 
Mean Squares 
Z K Q Ba 
320 r ace. 51" 
res. 3tt 
15935 
0 
16000 
0 
15711 
1.7 
16000 
0 
15404 
1.0 
i»80 r aoo. § 
res. 3 
15175 
0.5 
15045 
0.5 
14512 
0.6 
14783 
0.6 
13923 
1.5 
640 T acc. 5 
res. 3 
13574 
9.8 
13784 
1.5 
12547 
73.4 
13783 
1.1 
11004 
196.0 
face# •• Variation accounted for by the diffejreirt. regions, 
ttres. * Eesidual or xmaceoimted for variation. 
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this level of exposure showed the reduction in survival, to 
be greater than can be accounted for by the additive effects 
of ll a + X* thought of as representing the recovery 
potential when any unexposed cells were present within the 
animal*s body. 
In the H-SO r dose range the separation of body regions by 
irradiation effects was clearer. The values of s confirmed the 
greater sensitivity of the mid region in lowering the survival 
rates of the mice following X-irradiation. The head and rear 
regions appeared of almost equal resistance in the strains. 
With the two exceptions of the |i in the Z strain and £ in the 
Ba strain, the h and £ values for the other four strains showed 
a slightly stimulatory effect on viability. When the whole 
body was exposed to the ^ 80 r X-rays the effects attributable 
to ^  were very severe. Since the effects as measured by the 
hi m and £ values were not extreme and were quite consistent in 
the five strains, the order in magnitude of the values for 
the five strains represented the levels of resistance of the 
strains to X-irradiation. The S mice were most resistant fol­
lowed by the 2, Q, K and Ba in that order. 
The effects of irradiation were more marked in all regions 
when the exposure dose was 6^ 5 r. Except In the Q strain ir­
radiation to the mid region, a, resulted in the severest reac­
tion. The £ values showed the rear region to be intermediate 
in resistance to irradiation. The head region as measured by 
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 ^was least sensitive. The ^  values again portrayed the 
severity of exposure to X-rays in the absence of any unexposed 
cells or organs, ©le order of the strains in resistance to 
irradiation as observed from the ^  values with W-80 r exposure 
and to a lesser degree with 320 r was not followed by the 6Uo r 
dose. As the a or £ effects became greater the values of 
the effects were decreased due to the limited range in which 
these constants operate. In the Ba strain survival from radi­
ation had full expression from 0 percent survival from whole 
body exposure to 100 percent survival for the unirradiated 
controls, the sensitivity of the mid region accounted for 29 
percent of the mortality. The sensitivity of the rear region 
accounted for 15 percent more and that of the head region only 
1.5 percent. The ^  effect contributed 6l percent additional 
mortality and was restricted by the 0 limit for survival. 
The variation left unaccounted for after fitting the five 
constants was practically negligible when compared with that 
accounted for. The increased, but still minor, variation 
observed for the Ba strain at the 6^  r exposure can best be 
attributed to the limitations of the scale for death and sur­
vival. 
A like analysis of the data on length of survival (Table 
19) added a little information to that already gained (Table 
18). I^ e values for were more consistent with the innate 
resistance levels of the strains than were those based on 
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Table 19 
Effects X-iiradiation on Body Hegions as Measured by 
Length of Surviral 
Constant Dose 
(r) S 
Strains 
Z K Q Ba krer&ge 
a 320 
480 
640 
15.00 
14.96 
15.06 
15.00 
15.02 
15.06 
15.01 
14.95 
15.24 
15.00 
14.99 
15.01 
15.00 
14.95 
15.64 
15.00 
U.97 
15.20 
h 320 
480 
640 
0 
0.03 
0.01 
0 
-0.04 
•0.03 
-0.03 
0.05 
0.34 
0.0 
0.01 
—0.01 
0.02 
O.n 
—0.06 
0.00 
0.03 
0.05 
m 320 
mo 
640 
0 
-0.03 
*0.24 
0 
-0.04 
-0.18 
-0.03 
-0.05 
-1.15 
0 
-0.01 
-0.06 
-0.06 
-0.18 
-2.74 
-0.02 
-0.06 
-0.87 
r 320 
480 
640 
0 
0.03 
-0.19 
0 
0.01 
-0.08 
0.01 
0.05 
-0.84 
0 
0.01 
-0.08 
-0.05 
—0.02 
-1.36 
-0.01 
0.02 
-0.49 
d 320 
im 
640 
-0.21 
•-0.60 
-4.03 
0 
-0.73 
-4.32 
-O.n 
-1.56 
-4.76 
0 
-0.83 
-4.50 
-0.41 
-2.62 
-6.04 
-0.15 
-1.27 
-5.53 
Variations ia swnd-ral acoounted for by the oonataixts 
Dose d.f. s 
Mean Squares 
Z I Q Ba 
320 r ace. 5^ 
res. 3^ "'" 
360 
0 
360 
0 
359 
0 
360.0 
0 
356. 
.00 
ItBO r ace. 5 
res. 3 
356 
0 
355 
0 
350 
.01 
355 
0 
341. 
.01 
640 r aec. 5 
rea. 3 
333 
.06 
334 
.01 
312 
.61 
335 
.00 
277. 
1.80 
t acc. • Variation acccsinbed for by the different regions, 
•'"''res. • Eesidtml or una«®o«nted for variatitai. 
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percentage survival because the scale of measurement was not 
so restricted. However, at the lower X-ray doses the length 
of survival did not give more information than the percentage 
data "because most mice liv^ d the full 15 days. The mid region 
was again most susceptible to the X-rays with the rear next. 
Irradiations to the head showed little effect. 
On natural resistance 
fhe same procedures were followed to measure the effects 
of irradiating particular body regions on natural resistance 
to mouse t^ nphoid. Table 20 presents the constants obtained for 
these regional effects for the five strains exposed to three 
levels of X-ray dose. 
Those effects representing the innate resistance of the 
strains to mouse typhoid, a? when not exposed to irradiation, 
showed the wide range in resistance represented in these five 
strains* ®i© true differences were even greater as the infec­
tive doses of S, tviahimurlum were adjusted to partially remove 
the known strain differences. 
The extreme susceptibility of the Ba strain to S. 
tvnhiiaurlumT IIG, precluded any contribution by it to our in­
formation concerning previous X-irradiation effects since 
practically all mice died i^ rtiatever the treatment. The S strain 
with its high resistance gave most information. Nineteen per­
cent of the mortality due to 320 r resulted from whole body 
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Table 20 
Effects of X-irradlatlon of Body Regions on Natural Resistance to 
Mouse Typhoid as Msasured by Perc^tage Survival 
Constant Bose 
(r) 
3 Z 
Strains 
K Q Ba Average 
5 Strains 
Average 
4 Strains 
a 320 
480 
640 
100,24 
101.46 
101.67 
40.37 
41.61 
37.53 
40.70 
32.68 
43.17 
16.58 
22.57 
23.47 
1.64 
1.39 
2.30 
39.91 
39.94 
41.62 
49.47 
49.58 
51.46 
h 320 
4ao 
640 
-0.80 
-3.43 
-3.82 
-8.82 
-n.46 
-6.63 
-7.11 
-4.71 
-17.14 
—0.40 
-5.95 
-9.03 
—1.20 
0.57 
0.48 
-3.67 
-5.00 
-7.23 
-4.28 
-6.39 
-9.16 
n 320 
480 
m 
-2.68 
-4.40 
-13.31 
-18.70 
-27.35 
-23.84 
-11.82 
-14.36 
-20.47 -
-10.30 
-7.45 
10.84 
0.86 
-0.43 
-2.32 
-8.53 
-10.80 
-U.16 
-10.88 
-13.39 
-17.12 
r 3^ 
480 
640 
-1.64 
-1.42 
-3.93 
-2.86 
-U.64 
•1.98 
-12.39 
-6.82 
-5.27 
1.45 
-3.71 
-0.51 
1.84 
-1.43 
-0.43 
-2.72 
-5.80 
-2.42 
-3.86 
-5.89 
-2.92 
d 320 
480 
640 
-19.12 
-65.39 
-80.61 
7.66 
8.84 
-5.08 
-3.27 
-6.78 
-0.28 
-1,44 
-5.46 
-3.07 
1.22 
-0.09 
-2.99 
-13.78 
-4.04 
-17.20 
-22.28 
Variation® in survival . aeootaited for by the constants 
Dos© d.f. S 
Mean Squares 
Z K Q Ba 
320 r aec.5t 14616 
res.3tt 7.77 
1231. 
69.1 
U31 
14.8 
283 
16.8 
13.1 
o.i«a 
4ao r acc,5 
res. 3 
13461 
11 
820 
15 
723 
69 
350 
13 
1.89 
0.62 
640 r ace. 5 
r®a.3 
12074 
4.2 
968 
56 
1051 
18.0 
360 
17.5 
5.6ttt 
0.55 
fariaticm accotiated for by th© different regions, 
Sssidual or imaccounted for variation. 
Wt d.f. 
llh 
irradiation, the effect, as compared to 5 percent from the 
effects of head + mid + rear exposures. At M-80 r 65 percent of 
the mortality in the S strain was accounted for by the whole 
body irradiation as a result of the absence of any unexposed 
cells. This death rate was far above the 9«3 percent accounted 
for by the combined head, mid and rear effects. The 6^  r 
exposure was very severe even to the natural resistance level 
of th© S strain. The irradiation of the mid region lowered 
the survival 13 percent, the rear region h percent and the head 
region percent. An increased mortality of 8l percent over 
that contributed by the li, n and £ effects from tjrphoid re­
sulted as a consequence of not having any unirradiated cells 
within the animal.. 
The latent effects of the irradiation, even 15 days after 
exposure, lowered the natural resistance of the four strains 
to mouse typhoid. ®iis may best be seen from the average 
values of the strains# l^ e previous irradiation of the mid 
region resulted in the greatest lowering of the resistance of 
the mice to typhoid| the head region was next with the rear 
region least. The ^  values again showed the importance of un­
exposed cells in the maintenance and recovery of resistance to 
this disease. • 
A contrast existed between the direct X-ray effects on 
survival and the later effects on typhoid survival. For the 
direct X-ray effects the head was less susceptible than the 
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rearI in natural resistance, however, the previous exposure of 
the head region to X-irradiation resulted in a greater lowering 
of the resistance than did that to the rear region. This may 
indicate that different mechanisms or regions are involved in 
radiation resistance as compared with disease resistance. 
Table 21 shows the irradiation effects to different re­
gions on natural resistance to typhoid as measured by length 
of survival# Little information was gained over that from 
percentage survival. tPhe ^  values showed a proportionally less 
marked effect for the S strain as compared with the other 
strains, feifonaation for the effects on the Ba strain were 
gained from this latter evaluation. The Ba strain reacted in 
a similar manner to the other strains, showing the X-irradia-
tion effects on the mid region as most effective in lowering 
resistance to aouse typhoid. Irradiation to the head region 
had Much less effect but was still more effective than that to 
the rear region. 
The double stress of X-ray exposure followed by typhoid 
infection on the animal resulted in mean squares for the resid­
ual variation that were noticeably larger than those where the 
only stress was X-ray escposure. Biologically this would mean 
that typhoid survival was distinctly less affected by the 
amount or position of the previous X-ray treatments than was 
the survival from irradiation. 
Again the overall high susceptibility of the Ba mice was 
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Tablo 21 
Iffeets of I-irradiatim of Bo«ty Regima Natural Eeaistance to 
Mous® Tyi^oid as Measured by Length of Survival 
Constant Dose 
(r) 
S 2 
Strains 
K Q Ba Average 
5 Strains 
Average 
4 Strains 
a 320 
480 
640 
22.06 
22.10 
22.23 
15.73 
16.60 
16.41 
13.95 
12.89 
14.01 
14.02 
14.52 
U.41 
8.36 
8.14 
8.77 
14.82 
14.45 
15.17 
16.44 
16.53 
16.77 
h 320 
mo 
640 
-0.18 
-0.30 
-0.57 
-1.56 
-2.23 
-1.76 
-0.92 
—0*56 
-1.76 
0.02 
-1.09 
-1.73 
-0.24 
—0.06 
-0.90 
-0.58 
-0.85 
-1.34 
-0.66 
-1.05 
-1.45 
m 320 
480 
640 
-0.39 
-0.31 
-1.07 
-3.29 
-5.34 
-5.20 
-1.43 
-2.29 
-2.75 
-2.30 
-2.17 
-2.64 
-0.44 
-0.89 
-1.17 
-1.58 
-2.20 
-2.57 
-1.87 
-2.53 
-2.92 
r 320 
430 
640 
-0.15 
-0.18 
.0.42 
-0.42 
-1.9T 
0.46 
-1,32 
—1.16 
—0.79 
-0.56 
-1.25 
-0.12 
0.12 
-0.23 
0.09 
-0.47 
—0.96 
-0.34 
-0.61 
-l.U 
-0.45 
d 3:» 
4ao 
640 
-1.88 
-9.21 
-14.58 
0.29 
-0.62 
-3.91 
-2.59 
-3.39 
-4.71 
-1.07 
-3.34 
-5.92 
-0.78 
-1.69 
-1.21 
-3.65 
-7.14 
-1.31 
-4.14 
-7.28 
fariations in ssurvi-ml accounted for by the ccxistants 
Oose d.f. S 
Mean Squai^s 
z K q Ba 
320 r acc. 5t 73a. 
res. 3l"tt .18 
281 
1.29 
227 
.30 
251 
.45 
102. 
.06 
mo r aee. 5 
res. 3 
693. 
.06 
237 
.28 
182 
1.85 
233 
.57 
87 
.20 
640 r acc. 5 
res. 3 
645. 
,10 
277 
1.91 
199 
.23 
224 
.24 
iio.6tn 
1.19 
I Variation acccxiafced for by the different regions. 
II-Eesidual or unaceouiAed for variation. 
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reflected in the small total variation and in the proportion 
aceoianted for by the regional X-ray treatments. The regional 
effects were more pronounced in the S mice than in any of the 
other strains. 
Tables 22 and 23 analyze the capacity of the mice to ac­
quire immiinity following the active disease when the mice had 
been exposed to various dosages of X-radiation. 
The survival values of the strains surviving both X-
irradiation and the initial typhoid test are considered in 
Table 22, those for length of survival in Table 23. These 
tables complement each other. Ho values for 4 could be ob­
tained since whole body irradiated mice did not live sufficient­
ly well to reach the challenge tests. The data for all mice 
have been much reduced. The S strain had 1153 mice for chal­
lenge, the 2, 255? the K, 250j and the Q, 1^ 8, The marked 
variations found in the Z, 1 and Q strains apparently was due 
partly to lack of numbers. All mice showed capacity for ac­
quiring active immunity. The average results for the different 
strains within doses and regions of the body treated showed 
high strain differences. 
The constants for ij, jq and £ showed that in general the 
acquired immunity mechanism was not appreciably affected by 
the earlier eacposures to the different regions of the body. 
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Table 22 
Effects of X-irradlati©n of Body Begions on Active Acquired Immunity 
to Mouse Typhoid as Measured by Percentage Survival 
Constant Dose 
(r) 
S 
Strains 
2 K Q Average 
a 320 
4ao 
640 
98.71 
97.58 
98.69 
84.65 
79.80 
105.07 
92.66 
86.31 
93.23 
81.13 
82,05 
73.96 
89.29 
86.44 
92.74 
h 320 
m 
6i(0 
1.78 
0.30 
-2.76 
9.56 
1.75 
-23.80 
-17.26 
-23.22 
—16.63 
8.04 
-8.30 
8.54 
0.53 
-7.37 
-8.66 
320 
480 
640 
-0.18 
-0.69 
-5.24 
1.78 
6.91 
-30.68 
-22.82 
-12.50 
14.44 
-30.30 
13.30 
4.62 
-12.88 
1.76 
-4.22 
r 320 
mo 
640 
-1.29 
0.58 
0.77 
-5.54 
4.77 
0.64 
13.29 
18.45 
-14.04 
-20.53 
-12.05 
-9.26 
-3.52 
2.94 
-5.47 
Variations in survival aeeQ«mted for by the constants 
Dose d.f. S 
Mean Scparea 
Z K Q 
320 r ace* 4^ 
res. 3'^ '^  
17100 
2 
13349 
45 
11978 
153 
7471 
366 
ISO r ace. 4 
res. 3 
16694 
11 
12835 
275 
11394 
58 
11122 
163 
640 r ace. 4 
res. 3 
16004 
22 
12312 
860 
13345 
304 
10098 
kkk 
i fariation accounted for by the different regions. 
'%e8idual or unaccoxmted for variation. 
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Table 23 
Iffects of l-irradiAticm of Body Regions on Active Acquired InHnunity 
to Mouse Typhoid as Measured by Length of Survival 
Constant Dose 
(r) 
S 
Strains 
Z K Q Average 
a 320 21.86 19.68 21.23 19.63 20.60 
mo 21.70 19.39 20.16 19.65 20.20 
6JkO 21.91 22.76 21.31 18.03 21.00 
h 320 0.18 1.36 -2.76 0.16 -0.27 
480 0.12 0.31 -2.12 -1.09 -0.45 
640 -0.33 -3.29 -1.98 1.28 -1.08 
n 320 0.08 0.09 -3.46 -5.92 -2.30 
480 0.02 1.47 -1.63 1.24 0.25 
640 -0.56 -4.66 1.53 1.16 -0.63 
r 320 -0.20 -0.17 1.77 -1.70 -0.08 
m 0.04 0.14 2.59 -0.85 0.48 
640 -0.07 -0.19 -1.91 -0.54 -0.68 
fariations in survival aeeounted for by the ecsistants 
Mean Squares 
Oose d.f. S Z K Q 
320 r aco. 4t 838 717 663 488 
rea. 0.05 0.98 3.48 10.89 
480 r aeo. 4 921 715 683 657 
res. 3 1.31 2.36 1.00 5.79 
6W> T aoo. 4 863 660 732 607 
res. 3 0.09 17.01 5.97 9.30 
t fariation aecofuated for by th© different regions. 
T'Residual or unaccotinted for variation. 
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The sisje of th© different constants and the randomness of the 
plus and minus signs support this view. The ratios of the var­
iations accounted for to those which remain unexplained also 
indicate that X-ray treatments of the different regions did not 
markedly affeet the capacity of the animals to acquire resis­
tance from an active contact with the disease. 
fhe analyses of the lengths of survival of the challenged 
mice further support these views. Again length of survival by 
strains followed the known strain resistance after immunity had 
been acquired. The effects of X-rays absorbed in the Ja, a and 
£ regions were variable in absolute amount and size. The 
evidence was again for lack of general or specific effects of 
X-irradiation -with different parts of the body on the mechan­
ism of acquiring active isuaunity. 
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DISCUSSION 
©lis experiment was originally designed to analyze any sex 
differences in mice that might affect survival from radiation, 
from radiation followed by mouse typhoid and by challenge in­
fection. Bie analyses of these data showed that sex had only 
inconsequential effects on the response of mice to irradiation. 
®iis observation agrees with that of Abraras (1951) for whole 
body irradiation* Kaplan and Brown (1952) also found like re­
actions of the sexes in an experiment involving 17(X) mice when 
sexes were equally distributed across several X-ray doses and 
fractions of the doses, 
When X-irradiation was followed by mouse typhoid these 
data show the sexes equally able to resist this disease. The 
sexes, likewise, acquired immunity to comparable degrees after 
having the disease. As the sexes reacted similarly in these 
responses the data from them were combined in the subsequent 
analyses. 
Differences between the responses of the five strains of 
mice to X-irradiation were evident in Figures 1 and 2. Strain 
differentiation depended upon the X-ray dose. The more suscep 
tible strains, Ba and K, reacted to the lower dose, 320 r, 
which had no effect on the survival of the S, Z and Q strains. 
As the exposure was increased to ^ -80 r and 6^  r the five 
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strains were more clearly separated in their resistance levels. 
After exposure of the whole body to ^ 80 r, 79 percent of the S 
mice survived with a mean of 1^ .^  days. They were followed in 
order by Z, 75 percent, lH-,2 days; Q, 66 percent, lH-,2 daysj 
 ^percent, 13.^  days and % 31 percent with 12.2 days sur­
vival. Bi© higher X-ray exposure of 6M-0 r delivered to the 
whole body was severe enough to appreciably narrow the range 
between the two extreme strains, S and Ba. The Z and Q 
strains interchanged positions in rank of resistance as meas­
ured by percentage survival, but were equal when the degree 
of severity was measured by length of survival. The strain 
differences were expressed only in the treatment groups where 
the radiation was of sufficient Intensity to reduce survival 
of the more sensitive strains (Tables 9 and 10). The strains 
respmded differently to the graded X-ray doses as shown in 
Table 15» The interactions between X-ray doses and strains in 
the exposure treatment groups were about equal to the effects 
of the strains alone. Each strain appeared to have a reaction 
curve of its own. 
©lis genetic differentiation of the strains in their 
response to radiation has been expanded by more recent observa­
tions on the W^ O values for 15 days under the same conditions 
of X-irradiation. The actual X-ray doses required to reduce 
survival of each strain 50 percent were determined by exposing 
mice of different strains to a range of X-ray doses. The LDJO 
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values obtained experimentally for whole body irradiations 
were S, 53? r? Q, 528 r? Z, 522 r| K, J+8l r and Ba ^ -38 r. 
From this information the Q and Z strains were more nearly 
alike in radiation sensitivity than was indicated in the M-BO r 
whole body treatment group of the experiment under discussion, 
but comparable to the levels determined by the 6U-0 r exposure. 
The genetic differentiation of these five strains of mice 
in their resistance to X-irradiation confirms the observations 
mad© by Henshaw (19^ b) on other strains. He found that C^ H 
mice were more sensitive than mice to whole body irradia­
tion as measured by survival and the effects on the blood 
picture. Kaplan and Paull (1952) showed differences between 
strains A and 057 black to radiation response. Differences 
between four strains were shown by Beinhard, si al. (195^ ) 
with minimal lethal doses of X-irradiation. IThe four strains 
ranged in MH) values from 570 r for the Ifersh strain to r 
for C^ H. Grahn (195^ ) observed genetic differences between 
six strains of mice (including S, Z and Ba) in radiation 
response as related to body weight changes. With respect to 
dosage relationships these observations are in agreement with 
the findings of many other investigators. Heineke (1905) re­
ported that increased X-ray exposure reduced the efficiency of 
the blood-forming organs in mice. Lawrence and Tennant (1937) 
concluded that length of life of Swiss mice following X-
irradiation was directly related to the dose given. As dose 
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was increased they noted the increased frequency of diarrhea 
in the mice. Like conclusions were reported by Osborne, aJ.. 
il9^ 2) and by Kaplan and Brown (1952) This latter work in­
volved adequate samples of mice for each of nine X-ray doses, 
283 r to 1131 r, given in single exposures and in fractions of 
these total doses. From the single exposures mortality in­
creased from h percent at 283 r to 83 percent at the 566 r 
dose level. 
The strain differences were marked when measured by resis­
tance to mouse typhoid, tvphlmuriuia. The high innate resis­
tance of the S strain prevailed over the latent effects from 
the X-ray exposures except in the severest treatments, those 
of whole body exposure to ^ 80 r and 6^  r. The S strain was 
over twice as resistant to the disease as were the Z and K 
strains. The survival curves of the S mice showed less marked 
reductions in survival due to X-ray treatments than those of 
the other strains. The difference in the disease resistance 
levels of the Z and K strains and the level of the Q strain was 
even greater than shown by the survival curves in Figures 3 and 
®ie Q mice had received one-hundredth the number of S, 
tvnhimurium organisms in the infective dose that Z, K and S 
mice received. 
IRie Ba strain had the lowest disease resistance of all 
as shown by its survival in the different treatment groups, yet 
these mice received only 200 organisms as compared to Q, 2,000 
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and the S, Z, K, 200,000» This extreme susceptibility of the 
Ba strain to mouse typhoid under normal conditions allowed no 
leeway for the effects of radiation to be expressed. 
Analyses of these data on the responses of the strains to 
mouse typhoid following X-irradiation showed highly significant 
strain differences in all treatment groups (Table 16). These 
differences between strains were more marked In those groups 
where the irradiation had been more detrimental to survival. 
In only a few of the exposure groups did the radiation lower 
the resistance of the S strain to mouse typhoid. For Z mice 
the previous irradiations lowered survival to typhoid infec­
tion in all treatment groups. The Q strain with its ability 
to better withstand radiation, showed somewhat more reduction 
In survival from typhoid following the 320 r than that of U-80 r 
or 6M) r except in the whole body treatment groups. The 6^  r 
whole body exposures were lethal to all the strains and the 
4^^  r whole body treatments were lethal to all strains except 
S. The ^ 8o r regional exposures appeared more effective in 
lowering the resistance levels of the Z and K mice than did 
6^ +0 r. The average values of the regional effects on the four 
strains (Table 20) show that as the exposure doses were in­
creased resistance was decreased. Ihe time interval of 15 days 
following irradiation was too short for the strains to fully 
recover their abilities to withstand the typhoid infection. 
These observations support those of Gowen and Zelle (19^ 5), who 
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found that X-irradlation 15 days before contact with mouse 
typhoid resulted in reduced survival for the six inbred strains 
of mice tested. DeGara and Purth (19^ 5) found that the sus­
ceptibility of five strains of mice to pneumotropic viruses 
had been increased by X-irradiation. Radiation increased 
susceptibility three to four times in response to a low infec­
tive dose of the virus, but its effect on response to a high 
infective dose was not clear. 
®ie relation of X-ray dosage to the effects produced in 
lowering natural resistance as observed here has been recog­
nized since Lawen (1909) reported increased susceptibility of 
mice to Pyocyaneus infection as X-ray dose was increased. 
Other workers have shown reduction in resistance of mice to 
disease (lAu, si 19^ 1? Shechiiieister and Bond, 1951; 
Kaplan, si 1952), Sheclmeister, si (1953) reported 
the importance of post irradiation time as well as dose on sus­
ceptibility. Adler and Shechmeister (1952) and Silverman, ^  
(195^ ) reported increased susceptibility to bacterial toxins 
following irradiation of mice. Miller, ^  (1950, 1952) 
and Gonshery, ^  aJ,. (1953) showed the effects of irradiation 
in reducing the animals' ability to control infections of endo­
genous origins. Hatch, ^  al* (1952) and Marston, ^  al. 
(1953) infected mice after irradiation with organisms common to 
the intestinal flora and noted increased susceptibility. They 
associated this increase with the Increased mortality result­
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ing from X-irradiation. 
Our data showed that the natural resistance of the S mice 
was reduced from 100 percent to 92 percent as a result of the 
previous X-radiation. The survival of the Z mice was reduced 
from ^ 5 to 26 percent; K from 39 to 23 percent and Q from 19 
to 13 percent. Only 2 percent of the unexposed mice sur­
vived typhoid. The small margin between 2 and 0 percent 
allowed little opportunity for observable reductions in sur­
vival following the two stresses. The reductions in survival 
due to the disease were comparatively less for the S than for 
the Q followed by Z and K mice. The trend of the change in 
response may represent the persisting effects of irradiation 
on the different strains or their ability to withstand or re~ 
cover from those effects as determined by their innate resis­
tance. ®ie relationship between radiation resistance and 
resistance to mouse typhoid has been found for seven of our 
inbred strains of mice. Gowen and Galhoim (19^ 3) showed a 
close relationship between leucocyte numbers and typhoid resis­
tance for six of these strains, and Gowen (1950) traced the 
relationship between leucocyte numbers and radiation resis­
tance for these strains. 
In this work the S, Z, K and Ba strains maintained the 
same order in both radiation response and in subsequent 
response to mouse typhoid. This experiment introduces a new 
strain, Q. The Q strain showed a difference in its reactions. 
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It was quit© resistant to X-rays but extremely susceptible to 
mouse typhoid. Q mice did not fit in the observed pattern of 
the other mice with respect to the two responses. The leuco­
cyte level for the Q strain has not been determined but is of 
extreme interest. Bie level of the white blood cwunt of this 
strain would be indicative of the causal relationship of 
leucocytes to disease resistance (Weir, ^  1953; Gowen and 
Calhoun, 19^ 3) or to radiation sensitivity (Gowen 1952). The 
K strain, not included in the six strains previously tested, 
followed in line with the other strains in both disease resis­
tance and numbers of leucocytes (^ ompson, 1952). The higher 
resistance of the Q mice may be related to a strain difference 
in the natural intestinal flora, so that the septicemia fol­
lowing X-irradiation is less critical for the Q strain than 
for the Z, K and B&. mice. Q mice are noraally heavier mice 
than those of the four other strains. This may contribute to 
their greater resistance to radiation effects (Qrahn, 195'+a). 
The many questions raised by the apparent divergence of the Q 
strain from the pattern followed by seven other inbred strains 
can be answered only by future investigations. 
The 690^  mice X-rayed were reduced in numbers to 6115 by 
this treatment, and to but 1821 by the typhoid infection. Of 
these 1821 mice, 1658 had acquired sufficient immunity to 
enable them to withstand ttie higher challenging dose of mouse 
typhoid. From the number originally treated no information 
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was obtained from 299 in the typhoid response and from 79 in 
the immunity response# 
the survival of 90 percent and above for the control 
groups after the challenging inoculation of S. tohtoUTlUffl 
showed the ability of these mice to acquire immunity after 
contact with the disease. Nearly two-thirds of the mice sur­
viving to be challenged were of the S strain. The S strain 
with 97 percent survival showed little effect of the previous 
X-irradiation treatments on Its ability to acquire active im­
munity, The Z mice with 91 percent survival in the 0 r group 
were only lowered to 86 percent by the X-radiation. K mice 
were lowered to the same degree, from 90 to 8H- percent. The 
irradiated Q mice had the mechanism for generating active im­
munity further impaired, survival of 71 percent as compared to 
90 percent. Comparing the reactions of the strains across the 
three levels of X-ray exposure showed no dosage effects (Table 
17). The alee that had survived the two stresses of X-
irradiatlon and disease had regained their abilities to acquire 
immunity to a degree constant for ttie strain regardless of 
X-ray dosage difference. The strains did differ in the degree 
of immunity attained as a result of their genetic constitutions 
(Gowen, 19^ -8). From the analyses of the data on acquired im­
munity strain differences were evident in 19 of the 23 treat­
ment groups. Exposure dosage had little effect on this 
response after 36 days. There was evidently a general effect 
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of radiation on the immune mechanisms rather than any specific 
effects due to X-ray dosage or regional treatment. 
This investigation differs from those of other workers in 
that the different stresses - radiation, typhoid and challenge -
have been separated by sufficient time intervals to allow full 
expression of each. 
The time Interval of 36 days post irradiation before the 
irnaune reaction was tested permits little direct comparison of 
these observations with those of other Investigators concern­
ing the effects of radiation on the immunity response. They do 
confirm the fact that the radiation affects antibody produc­
tion only in the early stages of the antigen antibody reaction 
(Benjamin and Sluka, 1908j Hektoen, 1915? I92O5 Craddock and 
lawrence, 19^ 81 Disccm, siaiM 1951? 19^ 25 Taliaferro, al., 
19!?2). In all cases exposure of the mice, rabbits or rats to 
ionizing radiation markedly delayed and reduced antibody pro­
duction# Bie effects on this reaction depended upon the dose 
level of the irradiation and the time interval between expo­
sure and antigen injection* Radiation given 1 to 6 days be­
fore antigen injection had the most marked effect on the 
Inmiune response. liohn (1951) found that irradiation of rats 1 
to 3 days before antigen injection markedly reduced antibody 
production, and 3 to ^  days after the injection of the antigen 
inhibited the antibody production even after it had started; 
whereas in rabbits, Taliaferro, ^  al* (1952) confined the 
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critical period to the ©arly stages of production. 
Smith, si al- C195M-) found that the exposure of mice to 
7^5 P of X-rays six days after immunization did not affect the 
protection given against Proteus infection; whereas 62? r 
given at that tlae destroyed any protection from inmunization. 
When mice were iamunized to typhlMlm three days 
after X-irradiation and six days before challenge (Fulton and 
Mitchell, 1953a) the decrease in survival depended upon the X-
ray exposure dose. These same investigators (1953t>) found the 
X-ray dose required to destroy the immunity acquired through 
vaccination six days before X-radiatlon depended largely upon 
the degree of iramunlty conferred when challenged one day after 
exposure. 
Differences in regional sensitivities to X-rays became 
evident when the body regions and combinations thereof were ir­
radiated. The order of increasing sensitivity was head, rear, 
head-rear, mid, head-raid, mid-rear and head-mid-rear or whole 
body. The dosages were not adequate to appreciably affect sur­
vival when the head, rear or head-rear were X-rayed. Only 
those four groups in which the mid third was involved gave 
noticeable differences for the strains and dosages. Comparison 
of the mid-rear to the head-mid indicated a greater radiation 
sensitivity of the rear third as contrasted with the anterior 
third of the body. The reduction in survival and length of 
survival was between ^  and 5 times as severe following exposure 
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of the head-mid as it was following that of the mid alone, 
mid-rear reaction was around 16 times as severe as that of 
the mid alone. !0ie increased reduction was affected hy the 
particular regions rather than by the proportion of the body 
exposed. 
Although no attempt was made in this investigation to 
associate specific organs to radiation sensitivity, specific 
organs or tissues were implicated by their inclusion within a 
given region as shown in Plate 1, The posterior third of the 
body implied the small Intestines, testes, bladder, etc., 
whereas the mid portion in<auded the spleen, liver, etc. 
Our observations on the sensitivity of the mid-rear region in 
part confirmed those of Warren and Whipple (1922a). They 
found in dogs that the abdomens, comparable to the rear plus a 
good portion of the mid region in these data, were more sensi­
tive to X-lrradiation than the head and thoracic region. They 
attributed this increase in mortality from X-rays to severe 
toxemia and septicemia enhanced by exposure of the intestines. 
Bond, ^  (195^ ) arrived at similar conclusions. Chrom 
(1935) separated the effects of exposure to the rear region 
from those to the rest of the abdomen. He concluded that the 
rear region, including the small intestines, was not as sensi­
tive as the upper part of the abdomen. These data also sup­
ported the conclusion of Osborne, jgjt (19^ 2) that bacteremia 
and intestinal damage were not closely correlated, ©le obser­
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vations of these investigators were supported by those which 
have been derived from our studies. 
The greater sensitivity of the mid region as shown in 
our data may he related to the response of the lymphoid tis­
sues, spleen and nodes, Heineke*s (1905) observations 
supported by those of lawen (1909) showed the blood and blood-
forming tissues to react strongly to X-radiation in rats, 
rabbits, mice and guinea pigs. Further emphasis on the hemato­
poietic tissues in radiation response as well as in recovery 
comes from the investigations of Lawrence and Tennant (1937), 
lllinger (19^5a), Henshaw (19^a, b, c), Bloom and Jacobson 
(1^8) and Barrow and "Pullis (1952) to name but a few. Again 
the data of this thesis may be interpreted as indicating the 
significance of the proper functioning of these organs as 
they affect survival. 
!Btie important role of the spleen, a center of hemato-
poiesis, has been demonstrated by the increased survival 
obtained by shielding this organ from X-radiation (Jacobson, 
195^5 Wssler, 1953| and Bond, ^  jal« ? 1950) and by 
the protection afforded irradiated animals by injections of 
splenic or bone marrow tissue homogenates (Jacobson, 195^+5 
Cole and Ellis, 1953? lorenz ^  al., 19521 and Barnes and 
I^utit, 1955)* Again the behavior of these organs under irradi­
ation has parallel significance to the data on X-ray survival 
presented in this thesis. 
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quantitative interpretation of these data is, however, 
somewhat different. The authors cited ahove have tended to 
consider each organ studied as all important to irradiation 
survival. Our data show that while the different regions were 
significant, their effects on survival were less impressive 
than these other investigators suggested. 
Bie fitting of constants to the regional hody effects 
offers a new approach to the evaluation of radiation effects 
to different regions of the body. ®iis quantitative estima­
tion of regional effects confirms our previous observations 
that exposure of the head region or anterior third of the body 
is less effective in reducing survival than either of the other 
regions. X-ray doses in the range used did not appear to in­
fluence this mijior effect. Exposure of the rear region was 
shown to be detrimental to survival at the higher exposure 
level of 6^40 r. ®iis effect was consistent in the five strains 
although of minor importance to the Q strain. Irradiation to 
the mid region showed the greatest consistent reduction in 
survival for all strains. Increase in dosage increased the 
severity of the reaction in the strains. Greater mortality 
was observed in the more susceptible strains, Ba and K, Only 
the Q mice showed a different reaction, exposures of the rear 
or head were nearly as detrimental as those to the mid region, 
although the effects of the three regions were small. 
Ihe greatest reduction in survival resulted from whole 
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body irradiation* The amoiant of this reduction as measured 
by the ctmstant, was above that due to the combined effects 
of head, mid, and rear exposures. The values represent that 
percentage of the total mortality that resulted when all cells 
of the body were exposed and is in addition to the mortality 
resulting from the combined exposures to the three portions of 
the body. The magnitudes of these values particularly after 
6^  r, but also after ^ 8o r, indicate the importance of at 
least some unexposed cells in facilitating the recovery of the 
irradiated animal* ®ie large differences between the combined 
effects of the three regions as compared to the body irradia­
tion, suggest that any unexposed cells contribute materi­
ally to the protection of the mouse from irradiation. This 
was also indicated by the work of Gershon-Gohen, si (1951), 
who showed that shielding areas comparable to 15 percent of 
the total body area of mice resulted in reduced mortality 
from radiation. Almost equal protection was afforded the mice 
by shielding the liver, or lung or abdomen. They concluded 
that viability of the animal was increased by shielding any 
part of the hematopoietic system and was not confined to 
special organs. Jacobson, ai. (1951) compared the hemato­
poietic recovery in mice irradiated with regions or organs 
shielded from exposure to 1025 r. Shielding of the spleen 
gave the greatest increase in survival as well as in 
hematopoietic recovery. Shielding of the liver lobe or portion 
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of the Intestines increased survival, but to a lesser degree. 
Biese results were associated with only somewhat less recovery 
of hematopoiesis. However, shielding of the head gave nearly 
the same increase in survival as that of the intestine, but 
recovery in blood formation was only partial. ®ie protection 
of the right hind limb, but not of the kidney, was also bene­
ficial to survival, The results from the head and intestine 
shielding could suggest the influence of cells, tissues or 
systems, other than those involved in hematopoiesis, as 
contributing to the radiation response* Although injections 
of suspensions of splenic tissues contributed most, bone 
marrow and liver tissues as well as body tissues of embryos 
contributed to recovery of the irradiated host (Jacobson, ^  
al., 1955)• 0«r own observations do not rule out a major role 
for the hematopoietic system, but the increased severity of 
radiation to the whole body over that to the regions suggests 
that any cells regardless of their apparent morphological 
specificity could stimulate recovery. The scattered radia­
tion absorbed in the shielded regions would tend to increase 
laie effects to the exposed regions* Consequently taie presence 
of scattered radiation would tend to decrease the ^  values as 
obtained here (Table 18). 
In all oases the Ba mice show the largest effects of the 
regional exposures| the ^  values have been minimized, however, 
by the limitation of 0 percent survival. The K strain as 
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pre"riously shown is next in susceptibility to radiation fol­
lowed by the Q, Z and S strains# The resistance of the S 
strain appeared related to the resistance of its cells to 
better withstand radiation even though exposures to the mid 
and rear regions were more detrimental to survival of the S 
mice than to the Z or Q mice. The resistances of the Z and Q 
strains appeared to be determined by the interactions of all 
cells and regions# ®ie increased susceptibility of the K and 
Ba strains was contributed to by the proportionately greater 
sensitivity of the mid and rear regions. The five strains, 
however, showed quite similar reactions but to different de­
grees in their responses to X-irradiation. These results were 
in contrast to those of Relnhard, al al- (195^ 3. They found 
marked differences In four strains of mice in radiation sensi­
tivity of the head as compared to that of the remainder of the 
body. Kaplan and Paull (1952) also showed strain differences 
between A and G^ 7 black mice In the results of spleen shield­
ing. Protection of the spleen was more Important to A mice 
than to mice. This observation on the A strain was in 
accord with that of lorenz, sJi al* (1952). They observed dif­
ferences between four strains of mice in their responses to 
the protection afforded by bone marrow cell suspensions. 
Intravenous and intraperitoneal injections of the horaogenate 
increased survival for two strains, L and LAF^ .^ For strains 
A and C^ H intraperitoneal injections were of little value in 
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decreasing mortality. 
The differences expressed by the strains in their reac­
tions to mouse typhoid, i;. tvphimuriuia. following X-irradiation 
(Table 11) were more pronounced than those shown in the radia­
tion response (fable 9)» 5he genetically determined levels of 
natural resistance contributed the major differences in disease 
severity even for the mice treated regionally with X-rays, 
the high resistance level of the S strain to mouse typhoid 
made the S strain the better indicator for differences between 
the treatment groups* fhe full range of survival from 100 
percent at 0 r to 0 percent at the 6^  r whole body exposure 
was covered by the S strain after typhoid infection. The range 
of survival was limited for the other strains by their in­
creased susceptibility to typhoid even without X-irradiation. 
The natural resistance of the S mice was most severely affected 
by the whole body exposures followed by the head-mid exposures. 
The mid-rear exposure treatments at the three dose levels were 
next in decreasing survival following typhoid infection. The 
other regional combinations w^ re arranged in order of decreasing 
effects, the mid, head-rear, rear and head. The latter two 
exposure treatments had little effect on the S mice. The 
three other strains, Z, K and Q, reacted in a similar manner 
for the different regional irradiations. The Ba strain was so 
susceptible to even 200 S. tviphimurlum organisms that it con­
tributed no useful information on the effects of previous X-ray 
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treatments. The order of the different regional treatments 
for radiation sensitivity as it affected the response to 
typhoid infection was in general the same for each of the four 
strains* 
As for radiation response considered above the typhoid 
reactions were most severely affected by the treatments involv­
ing the raid region# This observation is in accord with the 
observations of others that the protection of the spleen in­
creased resistance to Infection following X-radiation. Smith 
and Iferston (1953) showed that spleen homogenate injections 
given Irradiated mice increased their resistance to infections 
of Proteus or Pseudoraonas. They related this increase in re­
sistance with increased circulating leucocytes as compared 
with the effects of streptomycin. The latter increased sur­
vival but did not influence recovery of the leucocytes. 
Shechmeister, ^  al- (1955) reported increased resistance of 
mice to J. coli when their exteriorized spleens were lead 
shielded. 
In response to irradiation the exposures of the rear re­
gions contributed more than those of the head regions, as 
shown by the increased mortalities in the mid-rear treatment 
groups over those of the head-mid treatment groups* The 
typhoid response following the X-ray treatments showed the 
head-mid exposure as somewhat more detrimental to natural re­
sistance than the mid-rear exposure. This may indicate a role 
for th© pituitary in disease resistance or could be the result 
of the selection for survival due to radiation. 
fh© quantitative estimates of the effects of irradiation 
to the tSiree portions of the body (fable 18) and the contribu­
tion of each to natural resistance to mouse typhoid presented 
in this thesis (fable 20) were in line with the previous qual­
itative obsermtions. Exposure of th© mid region before 
typhoid infection caused the greatest reduction in survival 
and length of survival* Excluding Ba for which no adequate 
data v»re available, head irradiation decreased natural resis­
tance more than rear irradiation# On the basis of the average 
values of the four strains, head exposures were twice as 
severe as the rear exposures, but only half as severe as the 
mid exposures in decreasing survival from mouse typhoid. The 
comparatively low values for the average whole body effects 
above and beyond those effects contributed by the three re­
gions were due partly to the fixed limitations of the range 
and the 0 point of survival. The full range of expression 
exhibited by the S mice allowed better dosage and region com­
parisons. Mortality as affected by exposures to any portion of 
the body was increased with increased X-ray dosage. With the 
6M) T dose 80 percent of the mortality of the S mice was ac­
counted for by the absence of any unexposed cells, 13 percent 
by irradiation of the mid regions, and only about ^  percent 
for each of the other two portions. ®iis large difference 
lH-1 
between no recovery potential and that determined by the three 
regions again suggests the importance of any unexposed cells 
in stimulating recovery. 
fhe small values measuring the unaccounted for variation 
as compared to the values of the variation accounted for in­
dicate that the constants considered well describe the actual 
observations. 
fhe latent effects of regional body exposures on ability 
to acquire immunity against subsequent Infections with mouse 
typhoid were not evident (fable 22). The numbers challenged 
were greatly reduced from those originally treated, and of 
these 66 percent represented the S strain. The four strains, 
S, Z, Q and K, all showed the increased resistance to the chal­
lenge dose of 1. tvphimurium as a result of immunity acquired 
through initial contact with the disease. The S mice had less 
to gain from immunization than the less resistant mice. The 
X-ray exposures to the different regions had no lasting effect 
on the degree of acquired resistance or immunity, nor did the 
3C-ray dose. The genetic resistance of the strains largely 
determined their response to immunization regardless of the 
X-irradiation given five weeks before the challenge test. Any 
injury suffered by the immune mechanisms of the mice from 
X-irradiation had been overcome in this intervening period of 
36 days. 
The recovery from irradiation is further brought out by 
Iif2 
the scattered arrangement of large plus and minus values for 
the constants measixring the effects of the radiation to the 
regions with respect to this response (Table 23). There is a 
randomess in these values between dosages within regions. The 
higher proportionate values of the residual variation to the 
TOriation accounted for bear out these interpretations. 
Mttle has been reported concerning the latent effects of 
partial or regional body irradiation on acquired immunity, but 
our observations are in accordance with those relating post 
irradiation time to effects on the immune reactions (Benjamin 
and Sluka, 19085 Hektoen, 1920| Graddock and Lawrence, 19^ 8? 
Jacobson, ^  19^ 9? Taliaferro, ^  t 195'2; and Kohn, 
1951). 1^1 observations of these investigators showed that 
the immune reaction was sensitive immediately or shortly after 
irradiation of the animal and was not affected after the anti­
body production was well under way or had reached its peak. 
Most of the previous work reported has concerned the immediate 
effects of X-radiation rather than latent effects on immunity. 
These results are not pertinent to this investigation. 
I'+a 
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The Influence of X-irradiatlon absorbed in three body-
regions and in the combinations of these regions has been meas­
ured by three subsequent responsesi survival to radiation, 
natural resistance to disease and ability to acquire resis­
tance following contact with the disease agent, S. tyr^ himurium. 
the experiment was designed as a factorial with five genet­
ically differentiated strains of mice, S, Z, K, Q and Ba? four 
levels of radiations 0 r, 320 r, ^80 r and 6hO r? eight treat­
ment groups and two sexes. All mice were ^ 6+3 days of age 
e^n irradiated from a 2^ 0 pkv X~ray source operated at 30 ma 
with 0.25 im Gu + 1 lam A1 filter at a dose rate averaging 170 
r/min. For the Initial treatment the strains and sexes were 
well balanced, at least 50 mice in each of the 25 different 
treatment groups. The bodies of the mice were marked off in 
three regions, head mid a, and rear £, each comprising one-
third of the body length. These regions, their combinations 
and their controls with each irradiation account for the 25 
treatment groups. Shielding was done with 1/8 inch lead. As 
most deaths occur between 7 and 12 days, an interval of 15 
days was allowed for expression of any direct effects due to 
radiation. Deaths were recorded daily. ®ie effects of these 
X-ray exposures on the natural resistance of the five strains 
IMf 
to mouse typhoid, IIC, were determined. Mice were inoculated 
15 days post irradiation with infective doses adjusted to the 
known resistance levels? S, Z and K received 200,000; Q, 2,000 
and 200 g. HC organisms. Deaths were 
recorded daily for 21 days. The effects of the previous X-
irr^ idiation on ability to acquire immunity from active contact 
with taie disease were measured "by challenging the survivors at 
36 days post irradiation with infective doses 100 times as 
large as the initial dose. Deaths were recorded daily for the 
21 day period following the challenge inoculation. 
Percentage survival and length of survival were the two 
measurements used for detemining the reactions in each 
response. 
1. The sexes responded in like manner to X-irradiation, and 
to the subsequent stresses of the initial contact with 
mouse typhoid and of the challenging infection. 
2. Within the X-ray dose range used the responses of the 
strains to X-irradiation were shown to be genetically 
determined. The levels of radiation resistance for S, 
2, K and Ba were maintained in the same order across all 
exposure treatments and X-ray doses. 
3. The levels of the genetically determined radiation resis­
tance were in the order from resistant to sensitive -
S, Z, Q, K and Ba. After ^ 80 r total body exposure the 
survival percentages of the five strains were: S, 79; 
lk5 
Z, 7 5 }  Q, 66; K, 5^  and Ba, 31* This order does not co­
incide with the order known to be followed in natural 
resistance to mouse typhoid - S, Z, K, Q and Ba. 
Shielding of one-third of the body protected the mice of 
the five strains from 320 r and ^ 80 r X-radiation, and 
to much lesser degree depending upon regional exposures 
from 6ho r. e^ dose of 6^  r was not of sufficient in­
tensity to allow full expression of strain differences 
for the different regional exposures. 
5# Whole body exposure to 320 r reduced the l^ -day survival 
for the more sensitive strains Ba and K, ^ 80 r decreased 
survival in the five strains? 6^  r was severe enough to 
largely overcome the genetic differences between the 
strains, 
6. The mid region of the mouse was most sensitive of the 
three single regions, and more sensitive than the combined 
head and rear regions. ®ie radiation effects were deter­
mined by the region rather than by the area of the body 
exposed* 
7» The mid region in combination with the rear region showed 
greater sensitivity than the head-mid region. All strains 
were reduced in survival by exposure of the mid-rear to 
6^  r, whereas only the less resistant strains Ba and K 
showed the effects from the exposures of the less sensi­
tive regions. 
8. the discrease in survival showed the mid region as most 
sensitive for S, 2, K and Ba, followed by the rear por­
tion with the anterior third of the "body resistant. 
'Riese four strains responded in the same manner but to 
different degrees. 
9» The reactions of the Q strain separated it from the four 
other strains. Its level of radiation resistance with 
respect to the other strains was in contrast to its low 
level of natural resistance to mouse typhoid. Radiation 
resistance and natural resistance to this disease have 
been found highly correlated in seven of our strains of 
mice, fh® Q mice show comparable though slight sensitiv­
ity to X-radiation in the three body regions. Mortality 
in the Q strain was largely confined to whole body expo­
sures of ^ 80 r and 6^  r. 5&iis suggests that the Q mice 
have no particular center of radiation sensitivity, but 
taiat mortality is the result of the interactions of the 
cells throughout the body. 
10. ®ie data on length of survival confirmed the results from 
percentage survival and contributed additional informa­
tion for those reactions that resulted in 0 or near 0 
percent survival. 
11. The lead shielding, 1/8 inch in thickness, was adequate 
to protect the given regions from radiation. The three 
groups completely shielded when exposed to the three 
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dosages of X-rays did not quite duplicate the 0 r group 
in their reactions. Mortality appeared unrelated to the 
X-ray dose, as 100 percent survived 6^ +0 r, 98.^  percent 
the ^ 80 r and 99#6 percent the 320 r. 
12, The strains exhibited their own characteristic responses 
to different X-ray doses as was evidenced by the large 
values for dosage x strain interactions. These interac­
tions were real, representing the expressions of genetic 
resistance and as such would contribute to the strain 
effects. 
13. The effects of the relative sensitivities of the body re­
gions were estimated quantitatively as well as qualita­
tively. The quantitative estimates compared favorably 
with the qualitative observations. 
iH-, The additivity of the regional effects is supported by 
the little unaccounted-for variation remaining after 
fitting the constants derived on the assumption that li, 
a, £ and ^  were additive in effect. 
15. Mortality from whole body irradiation was only partially 
accounted for by the combined mortalities resulting from 
the exposures to the different regions of the body. The 
effect of total body exposure over and beycaid that of the 
combined regional effects, was interpreted as a meas­
ure of the reaction when all cells of the body of the 
mouse had been exposed, or when all recovery potential 
bad been affected. 
16. fh© whole body effect, was large and suggested that 
all cells may contribute to recovery regardless of the 
organ or system involved. As a consequence, protection 
of any cells of the body during exposure to radiant 
energy may stimulate recovery# 
17* Genetic resistance determined the reactions of the dif­
ferent strains of mice to mouse typhoid, Salmonella 
JaOaMimzliai. infected with 200,000 organisms S mice 
survived 100 percent? Z, percent; K, 39 percent. 
To 2,000 organisms Q survived 19 percent and 200 organ­
isms Ba, 2 percent. 
18. X-irradiation reduced the level of each strain's innate 
resistance. Bie effects of radiation on natural resis­
tance persisted for at least 15 days post irradiation. 
19. fhe marked susceptibility of the Ife strain to this 
disease did not allow for further mortality. Therefore 
no information concerning a decrease in resistance could 
be gained from this strain under the conditions of this 
investigation. 
20. ®he normal susceptibilities of the Z, K and Q strains to 
typhoid infection confine the range in which the influ­
ence of the previous regional X-irradiation may be 
expressed. This reduced the quantitative estimates of 
the radiation effects on typhoid resistance and might 
1^ 9 
account for similarities between doses. 
21. the S strain with its high degree of disease resistance 
affords the best host material for measuring the effects 
of X-radiation on natural resistance. The full range in 
survival was shown in the responses of the S mice to in­
fection following irradiation5 100 percent survival in 
0 r group to 0 percent after whole body exposure to 6^ 0 r. 
22,  The exposures of the mid, head-mid, mid-rear and head-
mid-rear resulted in greater decrease in survival from 
mouse typhoid for the four strains, Ba excluded. These 
are the same regions that were found to be most sensitive 
to X-radiatlon. 
23« The quantitative estimates of the influence on mortality 
from infection contributed to by the previous exposures 
to X-radlation support the observations that the exposures 
to the head were more effective than those to the rear in 
lowering the resistance levels of the strains to mouse 
typhoid. 
2H-, The mice had recovered their capacities to become actively 
imaunized against S, tvphimurium. IIG, by 36 days post 
irradiation. 
25. A strain's ability to acquire immunity was directly 
related to its ability to resist infection which in turn 
depended largely on its genetic constitution. 
26. Previous X-lrradiation lowered only slightly the levels 
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of acquired resistance against mouse typhoid as compared 
to the levels of the unirradiated mice. X-ray dosages 
and regional exposure treatments were unimportant in this 
response 3^  days after the original treatment. 
1^ 1 
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